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PCC

Contributorl Roy M. Worthington
Kid, from LHS

is a newspaper al1ou/ ...

having fun with computers

learning how to use computers
how to buy a mini-computer
books, films, music
tools of the future.

We did this issue Help us write the next issue . ..
do you halle a computer?

Bob Albrecht
Jerry Brown

do you like your computer? (do you like the computer manufacturer?)

Marc Le Brun
Peter Lynn Sessions

do you have a music composer program?

leRoy Finkel
Jane Wood
Mary Jo Albrecht

how do you build a cheap lope winder?
do you have any good game playing program or simulations (tn BASIC)?

what would you like

/0

see in this newspaper?

would you like to do one or more JXlges fOT a future issue?
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Quantity prices
for this issue -

1-9
10 - 99

PEOPLE'S COMPUTER COMPANY

is published 5 times during the school
year. Subscriptions begin with the
first issue, October 1972.
Single subscriptions - $4 for five issues
($5 Canada and overseas)

Please send
copies of the
December 1972 issue of PCc.

Group subscriptions, mailed Book Rate,

all to the same address -

Amount enclosed $ _ _ __
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __

10 or more
30 or more
100 or more

$3.00 each
$2.50 each
$2.00 each

Subscription coupml on back cover.
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· .. a place to do the things the People's Computer Company
talks about.
· .. a place to play with computers at modest prices.
· .. a place to learn how to use computers.
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We have a small, friendly computer - a DEC EduSystem 20
with two terminals - a TTY with an acoustic coupler (see
page 12) so we can talk to an HP 2000C - some electronic
calculators - a programmable toy car - games - book to
help you learn and ... we run after school workshops for kids
9 years and up, and evening open claSSl"ooms for anyone who
wants to participate. We also sell raw computer time for
$2 per hour for an EduSystem 20 terminal running in BASIC.
Here we are
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What's aDymax?
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••

In the next few issues we will spend some time
giving tips on how to write bid specifications
for mini-computer systems for classroom use .
We've had some interesting experiences to pass
on to you. If you have recently gone through
this, please send us copies of YOW" specs, the
bids received, and your ultimate choice. Add
any comments, warnings, etc. that we can

pass on to readers.
We're interested in both software and hard-

ware specs. We'll name names where appro;riate and try to give you the true scoop on
this very delicate process known as "going
to bid."

For San Francisco Bay Area readers, there will be a
Huntington Project workshop held at Lawrence Hall
of Science, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1973, from
9 to 12 AM. The workshop is designed to introduce
you to all the Huntington Project simulations and give
experienced users a chance to share their ideas .
For a $3.00 per person lab fee, you will receive some
project materials and be guaranteed computer time
to run the programs .
Remember - the Huntington materials work well in
science, social studies and business classes ... bring
along a friend from another department .
Dick Nodlinski, San Ramon High School
LeRoy Finkel, Ravenswood High School
Dave Pessel, UC (Originally with the project)
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Yes, the name did come from Ducky Fuller's Dymaxion.
Why? Who knows?
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We've been in business for 5 years. We number between 4
to people depending on who you count, on which day,
plus a group of available relatives. We vary in scope from a
straight high school teacher, to a mad scientist-type to a
chief fantasist to a few assorted computer freaks.
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and

We do all sorts of things. Primarily, we write good instructional materials (workbooks or the like) for computer and
calculator manufacturers, publishers or for our own pu~
lication. We also teach lots of people how to use computers
through our University Extension courses or in-service activities. We also do hardware consulpng and participate at
related conferences.

TItat's us (right now) in a nutshell. What are you?

Next Issue-
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BABSON COLLEGE WOULD LIKE TO EXCHANGE COMPUTER
PROGRAMS WITH OTHER SCHOOLS. THEIR PUBLIC LIBRARY
HAS SOME 200 PROGRAMS AVAILABLE ON AN EIGHT PAGE
LISTING. MANY OF THEIR PROGRAMS ARE STANDARD HP
STUFF BUT THEIR LIST CONT AINS SOME OTHER INTERESTING
POSSIBIL TIES.

IF YOU'RE INTERESTED CONTACT:
EDGAR CANTRY
ACADEMIC COMPUTER SERVICES
BABSON COLLEGE
BABSON PARK, MA. 02157

.......................................................................................................................
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

che eleccric
same
A series of evenings devoted to music games that you can
5earn to write yourself and play on our computer.
The sessions are problem/project oriented, with hands-on
use of the computer beginning with the first session. Most
of the time we will be concentrating on music, but you are
encouraged to pursue your ideas in any area that interests
you. By the end of the series you will have tackled several
projects, perhaps culminating in something BIG, like a
program that simulates a composer at work.
Who's responsible for this? Peter Lynn Sessions and Marc
LeBrun. Marc and PLS joined forces to develop the BEAD
GAME at Portola Institute in menlo park. With Portola's
support (kudos to Dick Raymond), the infamous pair
achieved a Pyrrhic victory over traditional methods for
presenting the materials of music. The Electric Bead
Game combines this easy approach to music wrth PCC's
experience in turning people on with computers.
(See also, pages 14 thru 17)
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STARS is a number guessing game. We wrote STARS for small
people, but big people like it too.
kEM ••• SlAkS - PEQ~Lt·S teMPU1Ek CEN1Ek. MLNLe ~AkK. CA
PK INl "S1ARS - A NUf4bEk ('UE.sS I NG GAf4E"
PHIN1
HANDe",
kE'" ••• A IS LI"'ll ON NUMbEk. M IS NUMbER eF GUESSES
LET .11_100
LET ,.,_,
•
PklNT "UQ yeu .... ANT INSlkut.;TIQNS (I_YES O"NO)"}
INPUT Z
IF ZaO THEN ?60
feEM . . . INSTliUCTIONS ON Hflw TO PLAY
PRINT "I AH THINKING 01' A U I 0Ll NUl"lIl::k Fk0M I 10"11'
PklNT "TkY T0 GUE!>::; 1"'1' NUMbEk. AFTEk YOU r;UESS. I"
f'kIN' "kILL TYf'E I!INE Ok ",,,10.1:: STAkS c.). THE MOkE"
f'HIN' "SlAkS I 'YPE. THE (;LI!I!>l::k YOU .likE 10 I"Y'oW"'''Er..''
PklNT "eNI:: SlAII (00) ,.tANS ".Ilk AkAY. SE\i(N STAkS C. .•••••• )"
f'hINT ",..tAN S kLALLY ("LOSI::I YOU C:ET·',,.,"I,,UESSE!>."
kE ...... CI!lt'I'UTUI ' THINIoIS' OF A NU"'bEf<
f'klNl
PklNl
LET X.INT (A.kNIHD))·!
f'kINT "0k. I M" HUNKING iH A NUr<bEH . SlAH' GUESSING."
kFf'I ••• "UF SS INu bE GINS. HU¥AN GElS f'I ~U(SSES.
Fe" 101_1 TO '"
PklNT
PklNT "Y0Uk GUE S S'"
INPUT G
IF G_X lHEN 600
U' , O_AbSO,_(,)
IF U H 6.01 1liEN S ! C
I F U ~. 3~ 1HfN 500
I F 0 ... 1 6 H <EN " 90
If [I ~ _ (I lJ.rF'N "80
If 0 ~. " If.lEN .0170
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ON AN HP 200~ DeLETE'
LINE r!Jo.

f.!,./NES .,:SO

TO (10) PRIIV T ~ ONE S'1'AR AND A.L~O

.0120

RINGS TH£ BELl.. ON THE TTY.
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SClJ.kY, 1I-AT'S 7
LET'S PLAY AGAIN.

GUESSES. NUflbEk ... AS 9

0K. I AM THINKING 0F A NUMbER. START GUESSING.
YOUR GLJES$732
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Y0UN GUESS?QO

Y9UH GUESS?2.Q
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YOUR GUESS?l8
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IT IN 5
GUESSES!] t LET'S PLAY AGAIN.

YeU Gel

0K.

1 AM THINKIr.G OF A NUMbEr;. START GUESSING.

YIIUR GUESS?
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In the last issue we introduced you to the Huntington Project materials but faileti to list a source for these materials
(failed only because the information was slow in coming). Now we have the details anrt the news is GOOD.
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) is now the sole source of the latest Hunt;ington materials. DEC's price is
ridiculously low anti any profits they make will be given to the project to cover future tievelopment costs. As you
can see from the price shee!, you can buy whatever materials you need in any combination you want. Take advantage of the discounts, they're worth it ... and be sure to buy the paper tape for eai:h program.
If you care to act as a critic, make suggestions, donate ideas, or whatever, you s,houlri write the oroject rfirector-

Dr. L. Braun, College of Engineering, State University of Neo.v York at Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11790
DEC would like us to point out that the original Huntington Project programs ure available on paper tape for $1
per tape. $50 buys you the whole set (and saves endless hours on a terminal). These are written in very standard
BASIC and should run on most any system with (at worst) minor editing.
I

Available now. Others available soon - contact DEC for exact dates.
HUNTINGTON TWO SIMULATION PACKAGES
Biology
Simulates the inheritance of genetic
./ GENE1
traits.
HARDY
Simulates the Hardy-Weinberg Principle
population genetics.
./ LOCKEY
The lock and key model of enzyme
action.
Control of malaria epidemic.
MALAR
I POLUT
Simulates pollution of a lake, river, or
pond from various types of waste.
I STERL
Insecl control by means of sterile males
vs pesticides.
TAG
Sampling exercise on a simulated farm
pond

..

marlle_

One of our favorite Huntington Two programs is MAR KET, "a computer based game of competition between two
companies selling the same type of product." Participants control the production level, advertising budget ami
unit price while the computer model grinds out the results of the competition. There are a number of rantiom
"events" that occur to spice up the game. You can playas long as you want or until one company (team) reaches
assets of $12 million or until one company goes bankrupt.
You can use MARKET as a game without any previous study (you'd be amazed at how much learning goes on).
Or you can use MARKET as a complete learning unit am simulation activity. The resource handbook teaches all
about business operations, supply ami demand, advertising efforts and other business-type information. It contains
a very complete explanation of the entire MAR KET simulated economy. It wou'" be great in a business or social
studies class.
We suggest this as a "team" activity. The exchange of ideas about strategies between the participants on each
team is as important as the win or loss.
Here's a sample R llN for your rearfing pleasure.

PRICING
QUARTER

HUNTINGTON TWO 51 MUUTION MODULES
Individual Components
Student Lab Manual
Teacher Commentary apd Instructions
Background Resource Materials
Paper Tape of Program

$0.30
.30
.50

Individual Packet
Individual Packet (no paper tape)

2.10
1.10

1.00

PR0FIT
521
559

8
MARKET SHARE
45.94
54.05

CASH 0N HAND
10220
10012

NUMBER S0LD

INVEN10RY

14
40

ASSETS

Jl6

11232

55

11222

THERE HAS BEEN A STRIKE AND Y0UR PR0DUCTI0N HAS BEEN
HALTED. NEG0TIATI0NS HAVE BEEN STARTED. BUT H0PE 0F
A SETTLEMENT L00KS DIM.

Physics
I CHARGE

FRANCK
GRAV
QUANTA

REACTR
SCATER
I SUTS

Determine electron charge with simulation of Millikan·s oit-drop experiment.
Simulation of Franck-Hertz experiment.
Simulation of gravity based on Cavendish experiment.
Simulation of Einstein/Planck experiments showing light to consist of energy Quanta or photons.
Simulates operation of a nuclear reactor.
Alpha particle scatterinG to determine
atomic structure.
Young·s double slit experiment showing
lighl interference patterns.

Social Studies:
Simulates U.S. balance of trade payBALPAY
ments.
Herd population management of buffalO
BUFLO
or other threatened species.
Simplified model of U.S. economy.
ECON/GNP
Game engaging two companies in one./ MARKET
product competition.
Model of mass participation in decision
MASPAR
making.
As members of various pressure groups.
I POLICY
studenls formulate national policy.
J POLSYS
As various community members, students influence city government
policy.
POPl-5
Series of simplified population models.
Miscellaneous:
SAP
Statistical analysis package.

Classroom Packets (10'l. discount over individual component price)
Student Lab Manual (40), Teacher Commentary (2), Resource Material (4). Paper Tape (1)
$14.00
Classroom Packet
Quantity Orders (10 or more-20% discount over prices
above)
10 Individual Packets ($2. 10 x 10)
$21.00
4.20
- 20% discount
Tolal, 10 Individuall:lackels
Tolal. 10 Packets (oc? paper tapes)
10 Classroom Packets ($14.00 x 10)
- 20% discount
Total , 10 Classroom Packets

16.60
8.80
$140.00
28.00
112.00

HUNTINGTON ONE PFIOJECT BOOKLETS
Biology (7 simulation programs)
$1 .00
Earth Science (4 simulaUon programs)
1.00
Chemistry(12 Simulation programs)
2.00
Physics (21 simulation programs)
2.00
Social Studies (5 simutation programs)
1.00
Mathematics (20 application programs)
2.00
Teacher Assistance (8 application programs)
1.00
Quantity Orders (20 or inore of the same booklet-20%
discount on prices abo\ie)

•••••••••••••••• _ ••••••••••••••••••• ***-

C0MPANY 1
He PR0DUCTI0N P0SSIBLE DUE T0 STRIKE
ADVERTISING BUDGE1?2S
UNIT PRICE?55

Fixed production cost - S250000.lquarter
Variable production cost '" S20/unit
With no advertising and a selling price of 550/unit
a company will sell 250000 units (pdnted as 25)
Warehouse charge for inventory" 5 per cent
Interest charge on borrowed money 5 per cent
p

C0MPANY 2
N0 PH0DUCTI0N P0SSIBLE DUE T0 STHIKE
ADVERTISING BUDGET?SO
UN IT PR ICE? 55
QUARTER
PR0FIT
-490
-596

. . . . . . . _-----------**. . .
Units and dollars are in thousands

9
MARKET SHARE
-48.88
51 • 1 1

CASH 0N HAND
10166

9858

NUMbEk S0LD
22
23

INVENT0RY
2_
32

STRIKE SETTLED. N0RMAL PR0DUCTI0N RESUMED
NEW VARIABLE CeST_S 24
I UNll DUE T0 INCREASED

ASSETS
10142

10626

~AGES

Materials may be ordered from -

I+UNTINGTON

Mr. Tom Mullaine
Software Distribution Center 1-2
Digital Equipment Corporation
146 Main Street
Maynard, Massachusetts 01754
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TILTING AT WINDMILLS, OR
illlrnill1P0~ illlrn®~®
BASIC vs. all those other languages
For you FORTRAN, APL and COBOL
fanatics who are upset at our s- t- r-o-n-g
stand for BASIC, we owe you an explanation.
We deal primarily with school age kids and
prefer BASIC for any or all of these reasons:
BASIC is easily learned by large numbers of students.
(We want to see many kids involved,not an elite few.)

BASIC is easily learned by people with a wide range
of ability (you don't need a strong math background
to learn it) .
You can learn BASIC quickly. You don't need hours
of instruction before you can write your own simple
programs.

There are a large number of instructional materials
available written for novice computer users (teach
yourself style, not programmed instruction).
There is a tremendous wealth of support materials
written to support BASIC in a variety of classroom
situations (Huntington project, Project SOLO,
Oenver Calculus Project, REACT, HP and DEC
materials).
The extensions to BASIC now available on nearly
any disk, time sharing system make it possible to do
nearly anything in BASIC that you might want to do
in another language, though BASIC may not be as
efficient .
BASIC is available in a time sharing environment on
many very low cost computer systems.

Soc:i.t'l to

p, O. Box 310
MmlQ Park, Calif 9402.'

Now, before you hasten to write and apply
these same principles to the language of your
choice, keep in mind our target - KIDS kids ages 8 to 18 in a problem-solving, simulation and gaming environment. We're not
concerned with huge number crunching
applications nor do we care about supercomplicated data processing s9hemes for
which there are many languages far superior
to BASIC. Wejust hope to introduce a large
number of new people to a super, fun, learning/
recreational tool and want to do it at a reaS(mable cost and without a gn.·at deal of fuss.
For the record, we have recently started
doing some work in PILON (PYLON), a subset of PILOT, in our environment. A future
issue will give details of our Sllccesses or failures. We are also very curious about LOGO
and its possible use in our environment. Our
friends at Lawrence Hall of Science are working on that and we hope to report on their
progress as time goes on. We admit that we
are BASIC BIGOTS, but we're looking at
other languages as well ... but not FORTRAN,
APL, or COBOL!

~ Leroy F.

illlD1Prn

rnill~D@~

It may come as a surprise to many educational/recreational computer users that the
language they have come to know and love
has serious flaws. By a flaw I mean something
fundamentally wrong, as opposed to what
oould be called defects - problems which
could be solved or somehow avoided.
Every actual computer language has its very
own garden of defects , which everybody talks
about but nobody does anything about. By
actual computer language J refer to ones which
are actually implemented on some computer
somewhere, as opposed to theoreticallanguages, or specifications for proposed languages,
which occur frequently in the literature of
computer science. A defect in a language usually results in users complaining loudly about
such things as "Il won't let me use zero for a
subscript in my arrays" or "It won't· let me use
the bell in PRINT statements" and so on.
Defects are annoying but not serious, they
can be corrected by any reasonably competent
programmer, assuming there is adeq uate documentation for the language, which there usually
isn't, which is why manufacturers can sell
"beller and better" versions of the same language (and possibly additional hardware as well)
to users who have become hopelessly dependent
on thc language. Like drug addiction, the first
one is usually free .
Flaws in a language are much more dangerous.because the novice user does not noti ce
them. They insidiously distort his views of
what computers are capable of, what he is capable of doing with computers , and he is well on
the way to joining those tragic figure s who sit
for hours, backs hunched. eyes glazed , nodding
over their terminals: the "experienced" users.
I shall now treat the following topiCS in
turn; What is right about BASIC; What is
wrong about BASIC from the standpoint of
education; What is wrong about BASIC from
the standpoint of recreational use, and finally;
What is wrong about BASIC from the standpoint of computer science.
Many of you may have noticed that this
periodical has adopted BASIC as a sort of
lingua franca. This is mainly for pragmatic
reasons, and the purpose of this polemic is, in
part , an attempt to temper what otherwise
might be taken as an implicit whole-hearted
acceptance of BASIC. As far as I can teli ,
the following things are more or less right
about BASIC.
It's popular.
An increasing number of people are using BASIC,
and, despite problems with incompatible versions,
they are able to communicate, and exchange ideas
and programs with each other, even though they
have extremely different orientations.
It's interactive, more or less.
BASIC was designed to be used in a time sharing
environment, so the mechanics of writing and
running programs are fairly straightforward, within
the limitations of the system it's implemented on,
anyway. The 1/0 statements (INPUT and PRINT),
though limited, make the writing of interactive
programs relatively easy, which makes it one of
the few languages suitable for recreational purposes.
It's widely available.
Many manufacturers offer it, due to an ever growing
demand for it bV the educational segment of the
market (as well as a not insignificant portion of the
industrial). Besides, if a manufacturer provides
software he also influences how much hardware the

consumer buys: "But with the addition of another
32K of core memory and 16 discs you can run our
WALLAPALOOZA BASIC ... " The first one is free.
He can also sell you software that no self·respecting
programmer would admit having written, and the
consumer never suspects that he is using software
which requires twice as much hardware, services
half as many users, has more bugs and fewer
capabilities than it could have. Anyway, BASIC
is widely available, caveat emptor.
It doesn't rock the boat.
BASIC fits in real smooth with the views most
people have about what computation is. It intro·
duces them to computers without forcing them
to undertake radical restructuring of their concepts.
This helps make computers more acceptable, and in
a very real sense more accessible to a large number
of people, which is good. One of the important
things about technology however, is that it forces
people to adopt mental models of the world and
how it works which are better aligned with reality.
More about this in the next section.

Because of the increasing utilization of
BASIC in the educational field the following
criticisms are particularly relevant. From an
educational standpoinl the things wrong with
BASIC arc.
It doesn't rock the boat.
As mentioned above, BASIC is not a mind-expander.
It certainly expands the cla~ of experiences and
possibilities of anyone who uses it, but this is
mainly due to exposure to the computer. and not
to BASIC itself . Any system or structure which
emlxKlies fundamental principles in a coherent
manner almost always causes significant trans·
formations in the habits of thought of those
eICposed to it. For example, the language LISP,
which is directly derived from the fundamental
ideas of predicate calculus and recursive functions
(more on this later) has a peculiar phenomenon
associated with it which I call the "LISP trance."
After overcoming the initial difficulties assimi·
lating the principles behind the language the
student or new user often finds himself perceiving the world in terms of these basic ideas.
A tree is a recursive function applied to a seed,
it's branches are a list structure, leaves become
"atoms" (specialized meaning) and so on. This
state can last as long as a week sometimes. The
"cause" of this phenomenon is that the student
has/earned patterns which are fundamental

enough to cause noticable restructuring of his
internal environment. The new user "comes out
of the trance" when this restructuring process
has leveled off to the point where the changes
involved are imperceptable in relation to the
adaptations necessitated by daily life. Since BASIC
contains few patterns of any significance (and
even those in a muddled sort of way) it is easily
used as an instructional medium. It is not nec·
essary for teachers to retool their antiquated and
inadequate concepts in order to use it to transfer
their antiquated and inadequate concepts to their
students. This is not to the stlXlent's ultimate
benefit.
It creates false impressions.
Besides the theoretically unsound patterns BASIC
embodies, which will be discussed later, the language has two other flaws which generally cause
the user to have limiting misconceptions; First,
there is nothing in it which gives the user any information or facility with computer systems in
general. Especially deficient in most implementations are the means of dealing with peripheral
devices. (Did you know that in many third·
generation computers every device is a peripheral.
includil" the CPU and the memory. and the
"computer" is really the device which conneds
.nd coordinates all the otller devices?) Secondly,
"strings" to the contrary (very few languages have
real string manipulation featuresl. it forces user to
think numerically. I have nothing against numbers,
or numerical analysis as such, but numerically
oriented processes are but a small portion of the
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entire space of computational processes, and there
are many significant, useful and fun things that
can be and are done without using either numbers
or strings. (OKI you know that ill8ide the computer
the BASIC you U!Ie probably spellds 311 much 11180
or 90 percent of itlltime penonning nOli-numeric
computationll?) For example, the fields of computationallinguistics, operating systems design,
and articifial intelligence are concerned almost
exclusively with non-numeric processes. What, you
ask, could a language be "about" besides letters or
numbers? We will discuss this in the theory section.
BASIC provides the interested student with very
little background if he is to actually use computers
in any significant way in the future, as well as
causing him to adopt faulty thinking habits.
It's inhibiting.
BASIC restricts exploration'and experimentation,
and thwarts attempts at self-directed learning, un·
less the learner is very highly motivated. It is not
natural to express or describe processes which are
not primarily numeric in nature in the BASIC
language, and this implicitly restricts the kinds of
uses to which it can be put. Numbers are not all
that interesting to most people, and a steady diet
of BASIC will never indicate to anyone the most
powerful and general view of what a computer is;
a symbol processor, that is, a tool for manipulating
conceptual objects as opposed to tools which
manipulate physical material. Consequently the
faithful BASIC U5ef' is unlikely to discover on his
own the full potentialities of the phenomenon of
computation.

Many of the observations in the previous
<:ection apply with little modification to those
users who are primarily concerned with Ihe
recreational use of computers. "Recreational"
is a somewhat vague adjective, usually meaning
"interested in games" or "interested in arl."
Fairly interesting games can be produced in
BASIC, unless the computer is to compete
on an equal basis with human players, in which
case I advise you to learn some computer
science, explore the literature on artificial
intelligence, and forget about BASIC entirely
(assuming. of course. that the games you're
il1tere~ted in are non-trivial). Also, many of
the Illathematical features in BASIC are so
much dead weight as far as game playing i~
l-oncerned. For the artist the situation varies
depending on the media he wants to work in.
There arc two ways in which computers can be
used in the creative proce~s; de~ign and experimentation, and execution of the work itself.
For most users the only type of art that is even
remotely possible to directly create with the
milchine arc line drawings, and that only if you
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have a plotter. Design and experimentation is
Ihe Illost accessible area for exploration at the
present time. The inadequacy of BASIC as a
medium for expression of non-numeric concepts
is clearly a severe limitation here. Again, if
you are interested in having the machine "make
up" works of art of any significance, abandon
BASIC, do your computer science homework
and read up on artificial inldligenct!. J have
done a number of things in the area of computer music, one of which was a program Ihat
compo!-;cd original four voice compositions.
Your author now divulges a dark secret of his
dismal past the first COli/pliler language I
cl'erllsedwaJBASIC' In the context of this
artide this is indeed a painful revelation, but
it should lend some weight to my argument,
since I have salon both sides of the fence. so
to speak. Anyway, Ihe aforementioned program was written in BASIC, and one of 1he
best available implementations at that, (I will
not reveal which implementation firstly because I don't wish to plug any BASIC systems,
and secondly because it was done on stolen
lime, only the names were changed to protect
the guilty). Including debugging, it took several months to complete; had it been written

in a more suitable language (such as ALGOL ~
it would have taken at most two weeks, even
accounting for my substantial inexperience in
things computational at the time. To summarize then; BASIC, while workable to a limited
extent, is nearly useless to the incipient computer artist. Then again, so are most other
currently available languages.
Before leaving the subject of computer art
I would like to make a few brief technical
romments on making "teletype pictures:"
First, the best ways of doing it are fairly com·
plicated; Second, find out if your BASIC
system will let you PRINT a thing called
a "bare carriage return," which lets you type
characters on top of each other (sometimes
you can do it with TAB, assuming of course
you have TAB on your system, ... ); Third,
even the best teletype pictures look terrible,
and if you keep doing it hair will grow on
your palms and; Fourth, if you persist on this
road to esthetic nitwitdom, you will be aided
and abetted by the author in an article on
Teletype Plotting in a future issue of tllis
3moral periodical.
It is now my intention to examine the
"rotten apple which spoiled the bunch,"
the things that are wrong about BASIC from
the standpoint of computer science. It is
in this area thai the worst naws exist; hopefully the following comments will also give
some indication of what better languages are
like.
BASIC has a regular rat's nest of naws in
the area called control stfllctures in the language of computer science. What's worse,
these problems interact with each other, so it
is somewhat difficult subject to untangle.
l\evcrthcless, in the interests of clean living,
we shall attempt to threat! our way through
them.
Imagine your favorite program is RUNning
merrily along. At any moment thc computer
is executing some particular line. ('all Ihat
line theactl!'e fine and pretend all the other
lines are just hanging around waiting [0 become active when the computer gets to them.
Tht' computer docs whatever you told it to do
in that line. "';-ow if we look at a smaller seg·
ment of time we find that the computer is
not doing everything on that line all at once,
instead it's executing some part of the active
line, such as adding two numbers together.

We could look al even smaller segments of
time, but we would wind up looking at machine language or logic circuits or electronics
or quantum mechanics, depending on how
small we got, and none of those things concern
us here.
We can also look at larger segments of time,
and we see that whole big chunks of our program become active together, that is, when
onc of the lines in t he chunk becomes active
then you know that all the other lines in the
chunk are going to become active pretty soon.
This happens to the lines inside a FOR-NEXT
loop for instance. These "chunks" have a
special name in computer science, they are
called blocks. Now we can sit and just watch
the blocks in our program become active,
willlolit payillg allY attenlion to wllot the fines
ill the block are telling the computer 10 do.
If we watch the blocks become active for a
while, we will see a couple of different things
happen. a block will be active and then suddenly another block somewhere else will be
active (the computer did a GO TO)' a block
will become active over and over (that's a
FOR.,·NEXT loop), sometimes one block will
become active after a particular block and

sometimes a different one will (IF·THEN) etc.
(What do you imagine a GOSUB looks like?)
If we watch the program for a long time,
maybe for several RUNs, we will observe cer·
tain regularities in which blocks become active
before or after other blocks. These regularities
form a pattern or structure, and that is what
the control structure of the program is. (Flow·
charts are a primitive way to draw pictures of
oontrol structures.)
Now if we look at a LISTing of our program
we can see that the places or lines in the program where the computer goes to another
block are always one of a small set of statements; GO TO, IF-THEN and so on. State·
ments of this sort are sometimes called
comrol statemeflls.
At this point I can show you one of the
naws in BASIC. Why it's a naw I will explain
a little later. Take the program LISTing and
look at it. It is possible to figure out what
the control structure is, for instance we could
take the LiSTing and cut it up into blocks
and paste them on a big piece of paper and
draw arrows between them, to show what can
rome after what.
Now take another LiSTing and cut it into
blocks like before, and Ihen cut off aI/the line
numbers and mix up all the blocks and then
try to make another chart of the control
structure like before, Can't do it, right?
Now do exactly what you did in the last
paragraph except don't CUI off the very first
line fIIimber ill each block. Now you can make
the chart. Obviously there is something special
about those line nllmbers which makes them
different from all the other line numbers in
the program. (So what are all those other line
numbers for anyway? We'll discuss that pretty
soon.)
Now for one last experiment. Cut all the
line numbers off a LISTing llnd save I hem, and
throw Ihe rest of the program away. Now
assume you have amnesia, and don't remember
all this stuff we just did. Put a mark of some
kind next to all the line numbers in the program which are special. Can't tell them apart.
right?
Now clean up all those scraps of paper and
I will tell you what this cut and paste exercise
was all about.
The first computer science naw we have
found in BASIC is this:

••••••••
The written form of the program gives very
little indkation of its control structure~ Since
the control structure reflects how the program
operates it is next to impossible to figure out
what goes on inside the computer by looking
at the program. Since the purpose of a pro·
gram is to describe what goes on inside the
computer, this is clearly a flaw.

In fact, without those special line numbers,
there wouldn't be any indication at all of the
control structure. The only way we could
find out is by looking at the "activations" inside the machine, and that is usually just not
practical. Those special line numbers have a
name in computer science they are called
labels. In languages thai have labels they are
usually written as words, like HERE. HITHER
or FOO. Poor old FORTRAN has both line
numbers and also labels which are numbers.
Never mind, no use beating a dead horse.

Why does BASIC have all those useless line
numbers? You are told that line numbers exist
so the computer knows what order to do things
in, and also so you can insert lines and move
them around and stuff. As a matter of fact,
line numbers are one of many different means
for accomplishing these ends. It is far from
the best in terms of user convenience, but it is
among the easiest to implement when you are
designing a language. I do not feel, however,
that the needs of the user should at any time
be ignored just to make implementation easier.
After all, to the user, "a language is"forever."
Since lines with labels are the only ones the
program cares about, all you have to do is
remember where they are when you type
them in. Then you call all the lines that come
between it and the next labeled line things
like FOO.l, FOO.2 and so on. If you want to
switch them around or edit them later, the
EDIT command should be able to lell which
is which. But the only time you need those
names is when you are typing it in or editing
it, they don't have anything to do with the
program ilself. If you're wondering how you
keep all the blocks in the right order, don't
worry - yOll dOIl'r hal'e to. The only thing
that connects them are control statements,
and they're already in the blocks. You can
think of them as being separated,justlike in
the chart you made.
Languages that use blocks and labels instead
of line numbers are called block-struclIlred
lallguages. A very good example of a blockstructured language is ALGOL. The idea behind block-stI'uctured languages is that the
form of the program "on paper" should in
some way reflect it's control structure. There
is. in addition, another useful thing that can

be done when you have blocks. The blocks
can have different "flavors" that is, the language can have different types of blocks to
indicate different kinds of processes. BASIC
h.as only one sort of block (in the strict sense)
and that is the block defined by FOR and
NEXT statements. In languages like ALGOL
however, there are many different "flavors"
which do what BASIC does with the somewhat
messy IF-THEN-ELSE and ON-GO TO instructions, as well as a whole lot of other neat things.
So blocks are a means by which the program
itself can contain useful information about
what it is supposed to do.
You may have noticed that the FbR·NEXT
blocks in the program you were examining did
not need labels. In fact, you do not, in general,
need labels for blocks if their boundries and
"flavor" are well defined. You may be wondering al this point if your humble author does
not have a few screws loose somewhere, first
he goes to great pains to explain all about
labels. and then he turns around and says that
they're hardly ever necessary. If you've
guessed it's because I am about to reveal another flaw, you're correct. So let's get down
to business.

Let's make a list of the various control
statements that still can't be done by some
flavor of block, or else need labels for some
reason:
GOSUB (and his sidekick RETURN)
DEF and DIM and
GO TO
For GOSUB the situation seems fairly
obvious we make up a new flavor of block,
called say a SUBROUTINE block or a
PROCEDURE and we give it a name (label)
and we end the block with a RETURN statement. Then if somewhere else in the program
we want to call the block we write GOSUB
MUMBLE or whatever the name of that block
happens to be. OK, that's pretty straightforward. but let me ask you this: Have your
programs ever had problems because BASIC
sort of "fell" into a subroutine from the
statements preceding that section of your program? Not nice is it? Here's computer
science flaw number two:

BASIC does not adequately differentiate those
sections of the program which are self-contained
and meanfully separate and distinct. As a consequence. the "flow" of control into and out
of subroutines may deviate radically from its
intended and logical "course."

Subroutines are fundamentally different
from other parts of the program and the language should provide a definite mechanism
for delinealing them. In addition, control
should absolutely never pass into a subrout inc
unless that subroutine has been explicitly
called from some other part of the program.
You may be surprised at the inclusion of
DEF and DIM in my list. You probably don't
think of them as control statements at all, but
as some other sort of beast entirely. Let's go
back 10 where we made up the SUBROUTINE
flavored block. YOU'll remember that at that
point we gave it a name (label). Think for a
minute about what subrolilines are for: they
are special "chunks" of the program that
we want the computer to "activate" at various
and possibly widely separated places in the
program. They perform some useful function
and then pass control back to whatever parl
of the program called them. We indicate
the subroutine that we wish to activate by
means of its label (name). Now consider
what happens when we put one of the FN
functions in a statement somewhere. The
computer goes down the line and various
parts of it become active (like when it finds a
+ or something) and then it gets to our FNX
(or whatever we name it). At that poinl control passes to the line on which we DEFined
FNX, the computer does whatever we told it
to do there and then controirelllrns to the

line that was active at first. As far as control
goes, this is exactly like a subrottfiJle. This
distinction that BASIC makes is completely
unnecessary, and exists only because it was
convenient for the people that wrote BASIC.,
certainly not because there is anything good
about it as far as the user is concerned. We
have "discovered" that BASIC had that
flavor block all along; the DEF block. Unfortunately most implemenlations or BASIC
only allow DEF blocks that are one line long.
We have not by any means exhausted DEF
as a source of flaws. There is an important
difference between calling a subroutine with
a GOSUB and calling the one line subroutine
attached to a DEF statement using an FN
type call. GOSUB isjust a sort of glorified
GO TO in that control and ollly control gets
passed to the subroutine and RETURNed to
the main body of the program. With DEF,
the situation is different - information as
well as c01lfrol gets passed between the
various parts of the program. Inrormation
is passed to the DEF "block" by putting it
inside the parentheses that follow the FN
which calls it. Inrormation is passed back to
the part of the program which did the c.1l1ing
in the form of the I'aille which the "function"
relUms. The things in the parentheses after
an FN _ are called arguments. and are said to
be passed in the same sense as comrol is said
to be passed. Argument passing is an extremely
important and fundamental idea in computer
science. A value returning subroutine (usually
called procedure) is also a concept with a
similar degree of significance. All of the built
in functions in BASIC (such as SIN, RND. etc)
arc value returning procedures ... which brings
us to computer science flaw number three:

There is no consistent or even adequate mechanism is BASIC for passing control and arguments or for retUrning values. As a consequence
the user must bear the burden of "bookkeeping"
which. in fact. should be shouldered by the
machine.

t t t t t t
Pardon the "poetry" please. There's more
another fundamental element found in computer
science, the recursi!'£> fUfIction is next to imlX)ssible to produce in any form whatsoevcr in
BASIC. A recursive function is a function
which is defined in terms of itself. Another
way of putting it would be to say a recursive
procedme is a procedure which calls itself.
There is nothing at all "funny" about this idea.
Ir subroutines can call other subroutines, why
shouldn't they be able to call themselves as
well? Recent results in computer science indicate that the Theory of Computat ion itself
may have very deep roots indeed in the Theory
of Recursive Functions. The idea seems to be
so imp0rlantthat I will diverge a moment to
give a simple example. The factorial function
for integers may be defined as follows:
FACTORIAL (X) = I if X is zero
X"'FACTORIAL(X - I) if X is not zero
You can see what novice LISP users have to
cope with. After you feel you understand this
way of defining factorial (as opposed to using
a FOR-NEXT loop). Try writing it in BASIC
using either DEF or GOSUB. If you can
actually get BASIC to swallow it in the first
place, try RUNning it to calculate 20! of' 3~!.
If it doesn't blow up consider yourself a
natural born programmer, assuming of course,
you get the right answer within the limits of
accuracy of your system. This is an extremely
trivial example for which there exist other
and possibly better definitions or calculation
methods.
(continued page 8)
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Thl."re exist however many important usel ul
and fun things which cannot be done any other
way For instance the BASIC you use "figures
out" what your lines "mean" and untangles
complicated arithmetic expressions by means
ofa method known asrecursivedescenr 1
certainly hope so anyway, if it doesn't it's
either ten years behind or ten years ahead of
other commercially available implementations.
There are other, morc complicated forms
control structures can take, which have
mysterious names like co-routines, parallel '1control streams and mutually recursive proc~d.res, but 1 won't go into all that since
it can all be summed up as computer science
flaw-number four:

BASIC has no provisions at all for complex
control structures, most importantly there
is no means of recursion. The result being
that it is a very poor language in which to
describe processes of a complex nature.

There is still much that computer science
has to learn about conlrol structures, and
much fascinating and controversial work is
being done in this field BASIC sidesteps the
issue entirely by being as bad as possible.
Heaven protect me for saying this but even
FORTRAN had argument passing. I'm not
quite finished with DEF and we haven't even
slarted on DIM but we're almost done with
control structures so I will dispense with the
last item on OUf list - GO TO.
Fairly.recently it has been demonstrated
that in languages with adequate control mechanisms GO TO's are unnecessary. In addition
they have been shown to have various nasty
side effects, so they have been blacklisted in
oomputer science. They certainly can make a
horrible mess out of an otherwise reasonable
program. Here are two things you can do in
your spare time to earn big money and learn
why GO TO's are bad news. First, RUN
the following program:
I~
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Either BASI(' will blow up or go on PRI!\JTing
numbers forever, If your BASIC' syskm bk'w
up I will explain why a littler later. I also respectfully advise you not to RUN it if there are
other users on the system as it might interfere
with what they are doing if it blows up - - depending on the implementation. Unless of
rourse, you're some kind of revolutionary or
are in a nasty mood.

s

The second thing is a game you can play with
your friends - I call it GO TO NUTS. Each
player takes a simple program, say ten lines or
so. Then rearrange the lines so their order
makes no sense at all. Next insert a whole
lot of GO TO's so that the program will RUN.
Try to at least triple the length of the original
program. Be sneaky. make long chains of
GO TO's and put in groups of GO TO's that
don't have anything to do with ihe program.
Have more than one GO TO going to the nonGO TO lines. Players then trade programs.
Winner is first person to figure out what the
program he has is supposed to do. Booby
prize goes to first player to go stark staring
mad. Players caught in infinite loops are
RUNning the program is coneliminated
sidered cheating. A bug in a program disqualifies the player who wrote it. Try it,
you'll hate it, if you survive. Advanced users
can no doubt invent more sophisticated
variations.
Anyway, you get my point
keep the
number of GO TO's in your program to an
absolute minimum. BASIC sometimes forces
you to use them, but avoid them whenever
possible. Large programs with lots of GO TO's
very often develop horrible bugs. The same
sorts of problems can result from IF-THEN
statements as well, because of computer
science naw number two.
Back to DEF. Information is passed to the
one line "subroutine" in the form of arguments.
Let's make up a "function" FNR so we will
have something to point at.

When the computer ~ot to that put 01 tile
progr.101 it would tyf'lt-> out 1 1 3 (with .. littk
more space between the numbers). But wait
a minute; if BASIC (('ally was binding 15 to X
and 7 to Y it should type I IS 7. Aha! We
have caught the computer doing something
"funny." The X in the DEF "block" is somehow different than the other X. They look
the same, but vanables given as formal parameters get special treatment inside the "block"
they are used in. They are said to be local to
that block. They are also sometimes called
"dummy variables" but that is not a nice
thing to call anybody. The idea or the same
variable having different meanings or values in
different parts of the program is called scoping.
Now suppose we changed FNR so that instead
of being defined in terms of X and Y we defme
it in terms of, say, P and Q. It would work just
as well. So we can see that sroping is a very
useful thing to have, since it allows us to define things without having to worry about
what the actual parameters will be, in exactly
the same way that variables themselves are
useful because we can define things without
having to worry about what their actual values
are going to be. Now suppose we were to
rI .. .......................
r.n .. <lnnth .... ,,,,,v"V",
f .... "t; ....... 1::'11.17.
•• ..... .
-~

~

20 DEF FNZ(X,Y)· X + Y + Z

And changed the program so it included the
following lines:
600 LET Z '" 3
610 PAINT FNZ(l,2)

When it got to that part the computer would
type a 6. Now let's change just Line 600 so
that it looks like this:
000 LETZ-4

Now the computer would type a 7. It is easy
to see why this happens even though we did
not change Line 610 it is because we changed
the value of Z. The computer does not care
about the values we gave X and Y earlier in
the program because they are local to FNZ.
But it did matter what the value of Z was at
that point because it was "outside" of the
scope of FNZ. These "outside" variables

•

•

10 DEF FNA(X,Y)" X - INT(X/Y)"Y

Now suppose that somewhere else in the program we were to write:
500 PAINT FNA(t5,7)

When BASIC got to that line it would PRINT
the number I (the remainder of 15 divided
by 7). Now let's look a little more closely at
what BASIC did. First it ignored the 500.
Then it "saw" the word PRINT and got all
ready to type something on the Teletype.
Then it "S<.IW" the label. FNR, or our suf>routine. Then it pas..wd the mlw.' 15 to the
variable X. that j<;. it did a ~ort of "LET X= 15"
The !oillme thill)!. was also done for Y and 7 In
computer ~cience X and Y would be called
formal parameters and 15 anti 7 would be
C4lllcd actllal parametCf.I·, The funny "LET"
operation is called billdillg. The whole process
looks like this in formal language: Passing of

argumems 10 .WbrolltillcJ is accomplished by
binding the \'allies of lhe actllal parameters
W fhe mriables gil'en as the formal parameters.
Now suppose. we changed our program a
little so it looked like this:
500 LET X

~

2

5tO LET Y - 3
520 PAINT FNA(15,7),X,Y

are said to beg/obal (in this case Z is global
with respect to FNZ). Now we can see another
useful property of sea ping, the various parts
of our program do not have to "worry" about
what "names" they give the variables they
use unless they want to refer to the same fhing.
in which case th .. t thing is global with respect
to them. EXilf.:tly tht! samt! thing is {rue of
people
it docs not matter a hit if both of
us have a secret name for :-.omcthin!! or other,
sut:h as gizmo. whit:h we usc when we art;'
thinking or muttering 10 ourselves. but if' we
are out in the rarest together and you say the
word bear bccau~e one is standing behind me,
I had better not think YOll art! talking about
the weather, because ir I do I will get eaten
up! So panlon the anthropomorphism of the
last paragraph To get bat:k to the subject
BASIC only performs seoping inside of DEF
blocks. Everywhere else, variables are always
global. If people were like that it would be
like hearing what everybody else was thinking,
which would get pretty noisy. Another
thing that happens because of this is that you
have to be very careful that various parts of

In conclusion Up to this point we have talked about every·
thing except structures. True, we did discuss
BASIC has its uses, and can often be made
co ntrol structures, but they have more to do
to perform many of the functions I have out·
with processes than things or symbols. If you
lined, but on ly if the user is willing to expend
like you may call " thing patterns" dora struC"rhe necessary time and effort. It's not the
tures which is what is done in cOmpUII!r
worst introduction to computing, but you
science. There is also a formal theoretical
can only go so far before it's time to move
relation"hip between structures and prol..'Csses,
on to better languages.
but I am not going to confuse the issue by
BASIC i<; workable but it is a whole lot
going inlO all that. If you're intere~ted,
less than what tht! user should he s.~tisfied
think of programs as patte-fils pf syml ols and
with. \l,mufacturers will continue to pu~h
set'" when It le.ds. or look inlo liSP which
BASIC' until YOt,;. the consumer. OlMA:\D
does .Iwav with the distinction almosl entirely
more lind hetter quality languages and soft·
In BASIC, we have symhols for three things:
W.lre, Any computer large enough for BASIC
numbers, strings of character.-. and variables.
is also large enough for an ALGOL or LISP
It is very useful to have symhols that are just
of equivalent comp lexi ty. and the software
plain symbols, but I would call this a defect
mar alreat/.r ('xist, but is not being pushed
BASIC does not provide the user with scoping.
not a flaw, BASIC provides only one type
because, at the present time, BASIC is the
As a result he has to do a lot of bookkeeping.
of structure for these objects arrays. That
big money maker,
In addition, programs written in BASIC are
is where the DIM statement comes in. The
Even ALGOL and LISP were long ago
liable to have bugs caused by connicts in
DIM statement is a member of a class of
superceded by better languages, but comvariable usage in different parts of the pro·
things compute r scient ists call declarations.
mercial avai libility lags so far behind devel·
gram.
A declaration is a statement which says
opment that there would be little point in
"within the cu rrent scope these symbols
my even mentioning them in this article. If
represent obj ects which have this particular
you're interested, look into the PLANAR
Now what in the world does DIM have ro do
st ructure." In BASIC the particular stru clanguage, developed at MIT, which is itself
with all this? In answering this question I will
ture indicated by the DIM statemen t is that
becoming obsolete.
fulfill the promise I made way back when. to
of an "n-d imensional dense array with
Another factor is that the educational!
explai n what a language can be "about" besides
orthogonal euclidean connectiv ity ." I give
recreational market was really "cracked open"
numbers. To do this we will ha ve to explore
it's full name to show just how s.pecial a case
by BASIC, and the manufa cturers will milk
the idea of ~'aille a little more deeply.
it is. There are a whole lot of usefu l struc·
it fo r all it's worth before they introduce
When I used the word value in the previous
tureS besides array thought , such as trees.
something else. And , they are not about to
sections chances are that you just thought
directed graphs, sparse arrays, and se ts. I
produce good instru ctional mat erials for other
"number" when you read it , and maybe thought will not go into what all these things are used
languages until then either. I'm not criticizing,
I was trying to be a smarty pants by not just
for, I will only mention that insid e the com·
that 's just how it is right now. And the only
saying number right out. An example will
puter BASIC spe nds most of it 's time doing
way it's going to be any different is if YOU
straighten this out: If I asked you "what is
things with data structures and only a small
stop accepting whatever you're given and
the value of learning about computer science"
portion doing things with numbers. We are
start DEMANDING what you need and want.
and you said "two thousand eight hundred
now ready to state computer science flaw
Furthermore, until now , there has never
fourteen and a half' I would start to worry
number six:
been any reason to develop languages and
that you might get violent. I am not just
systems specifically for educational/recre·
pulling a semantic trick here variables are
ational use, Here at PCC we are constructing
just names for things , not necessarily the same
a model of the " ideal" educational/recreBASIC provides only one data structure and
thing all the time , but at any given instant
ationallanguage, and you can help by sending
contains absolutely no facilities for maniputhey are the name of some-tllillg, just like the
liS ideas and suggestions. Until the community
lating data structures. Since structures are
word "that" doesn't always refer to the same
of users gets a clear idea of what it wants and
one of the three main components of com·
thing, but when I use it you know what I'm
needs, we will not be able to supply manu·
putation this flaw causes BASIC to be sev·
talking about, or you say "what are you talking
fa cturers with constructive criticisms. The
erely limited .
about?" if you don't. The " thing" that the
model is to help us do this .
variable happens to be the "name for" at
Finally. the community of users needs to
that moment is its value. Special names which
be better informed about the en tire field of
Besides the DIM statement there are three
always mean the same thing (have the same
computation. Since nobody is going to do
"hidden" or implicit declarations in BASIC
value) are called constallts. For instance, 3
this for us, we have to help each other get
string variables are declared by the $ in their
is the name for the "idea of thrce·ness" if
it together. That is, in part, what thi s
name, formal parameters are d eclared by their
people use it , but to a computer it is the name
magazine is all about.
appearance inside the DEF statement. and the
for a certain pattem of on and off bits .
variable used in a FOR·NEXT loop is implicitly
So variables are general purpose names, just
declared to be what is called index variable. In
Jjke "that." Now names can be used for what·
general. when a decla ration is executed, a copy
ever things we want 10 talk about, they're
of the given data structure is created. These
not picky. In computer languages what we
copies are so metimes called incarnations. That
want to talk abollt are three kinds of things:
is why you can use expressions lik e
particular things or objects we are interested
in for which we use symbols (because com·
SIN(StN(SIN(X)))
puters are dopes and don't know about anyEach time the SIN routine in BASIC is called,
thing else); patterns or systems that these
a new copy of the formal parameter it uses
things can form, which are called structures:
is created. The LAUGH RIOT PROGRAM is
and the ways in which these pattern s can
intend ed to test whether the BASIC you're
cha nge, which are called proces.~es, and are
using creates copies of ind ex variables. If it
represented by programs.
does, the program will fill up the computer's
memory with copies of I (the index variable)
and then blow up when the memory is full.
The last number the program PRINTS will be
This article was written under extreme time
a rough indication of how much memory you
pressure, and is not as good as it should be.
are given by your system. If memory is
Become all associate editor of PCC ·· rip out
pages, scribble co" ections and comments on
shared by the o ther users. the program will
tl/em. or send us your questions, confusiolls
blow them up too (which isn't very nice).
and gripes. Next issue we will use your feedt
If your BASIC does not create copies of index
back to prol'ide further inputs to the educa·
variables, the program willjust RUN forever,
tiOl101 commtmity. Maybe el'en a "User 's Bill
and so much for that. In carnation is a sort
of Rights." VOII' il 's YOUR /II",
of "time scoping" and produces the same sort
of advantages as regular scoping. Things like
rccllrsive functions arc not possible withollt
creating incarnations.

your program do not clobber the value of a
variable that another part of the program is
using. Again, if people were like that and
you were thinking about something and any·
body anywhere e lse in the world (globe) used
the word for it and changed its meaning the
meaning of th.H word would also all of a
sudden change inside rOllr head, and what's
worse, you'd never notice it until you started
thinking nonSl!nsc, and mayhe not even then.
So here is computer "de-nl'''' f1._w number 'ive:
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President, Data Terminols If: Communications

Computer Aided Instruction (CAl) and Timeshare systems for the most part use Teletype
terminals as user input/output devices. The
Model 33 series produced by Teletype Corp.
in ,Skok ie. Illinois has long been a standard
arid workhor~ of the industry , While other
terminals are more and more prevalent the
economics and reliability of the Teletype are
hard to bea t.
Basically the 33 comes in two main varieties
ASRs and KSRs. The KSR (keyboard send /
receive) is simply a keyboard and printing
mechanism with an electronics (or call) control
package for DAta Communication purposes.
ASRs (automatic send/receive) have in addition, a paper tape reader and paper tape punch.
Within both groups there are numerous options
such as: sprocket (or pin) feed, automatic tape
readers, automatic punches, various keyboard
options etc. The price of a KSR is approxi-mately two thirds the cost of an ASR. In considering an installation with several terminals
in one IOl;ation, a fllj:v; of KSRs and ASRs will
provide cost savings against obtaining all ASR
machines.
Most Timeshare and CAl system planners emphasize heavily on the types of computers and
software available. less thought goes into how
users arc going to "talk" to the system. Typically the attitude is: "we'll use a bunch of
Teletypes which cost about $70 each a month"
either being forgetful or unaware that a lot
more is involved in connecting a terminal to a
computer.

Advantages:
More terminals than tines can be provided. Many
timeshare companies have five to eight times the
number of customers than they could possibly
handle at one time.
Terminal not "tied" to one line should that line be
down
Other oomputers and even terminal to terminal
oommunication can be used

Should you require further
information

Multiple Terminals Per Line (Figure 3)
Data Terminals & Communications
535 Salmar Avenue
Campbell, California 95008

The speed of a Teletype (10 characters per second - t 10 baud) is low compared to the capacity of a phone line. A number of special modems
or multiplexers are available that allow six or
even eight terminals to use one phone line. In
situations where four or more terminals are
located some miles from the computer this
type of hook up is ideal.
Disadvantages:

will be pleased to answer your
questions and for a nominal
charge will draw up a specific
system for your particular
applications.

Should the phone line go down all terminals on
that line are out of service

Advantages:
Phone line costs reduced significantly
Prevents phone line being misused (it only goes to
the computer)

While each individual installation is unique in
its terminal and data communication requirements, one or more of three main methods of
connection are used.

"
U1' TO 2000' OF CABU,

Hardwired Terminals (Figure I)
TIlesc are the simplest and generally lowest
oost installation. Each port or channel to the
oompuler is physically wired to the terminal
(in the case of a Teletype a low cost interface
box is required for compatibility-see Figure I).
Limitations of this type of installation are:

Figure 1.

TELETYPE

COMPUTER

Only good to 2000 feet maximum
Each port is "tied" to a particular terminal making
port and terminal inflexible

"

Advantages;
DATA ACCESS
"'RRANt;EMEI;T

low instalJation cost - $35 for 50 feet of cable
low recurring cost - about $55 per month lease
for an ASR 33 Teletype and interface
No reliance on telephone lines and their inherent
problems

TELETYPC

Figure 2

"Dial Up" Terminals (Figure 2)
Probably the most expensive but definitely the
most nexible method of coupling terminals to
oomputers. Modems, which convert signals
from the computer into audio tones for transmission over telephone lines and vice versa, are
attached to the computer. These modems which
oonnect to the phone line through a protective
device called a Data Access Arrangement (DAA)
are dialed by a user with a terminal and a coupler
(the coupler is a modem used by the terminal
and has a receptacle for placing a telephone
hand set into for connecting to the phone line).
Disadvantages:

TELETYPE\

TELETYPE

.

Subiect to phone line problems
page

12

... ,
"WIRE
PHONE LINE

TTYfElA

'" 1-_"J.5"-"""i::::"

KSR

Higher cost - typically $65 per month for the
terminal and $20+ for the modem at the computer
User not guaranteed a port should someone else
occupy the line

.-.
\. >'.,
.-.

TTVJCIA

I-1__Jn'=")'~A_-(~
(FO)
MULTIPLEXERS
OR SHAREO LINE
ADAPTORS
Uf' TO

a

(FDI
MULTIPLEXERS
OR SHAREO LINE
AOAPTORS
UPT08

Figure 3

DTC

DATA LINK

Data Terminals and Communications maintains more than

200 Teletypes in the San Francisco Bay Area. 75% of these
are in educational places. DTe guarentees that they will
appear on site to fix your TTY within 8 hours after a service
call and they claim ilnd average response time of 4 hours.
If they have to take your sick TTY to the shop, they'ttleave

Ever tear a paper tape? Ever tear the last copy
of a long tape? Good news! You can buy
patches to qujck1y repair those tor~ tapes.

you a loaner.

TORN TAPE

CHARGES

+

ON CALL SERVICE:

$9.50 per hour fro ASR 33

CONTRACT:

$16 to $19 per month for ASR 33
$3 per month for acoustic coupler

DTe will also rent, lease or sell you TTYs, interfaces, acoustic
couplers and modems - new or used .

PATCH

SAMPLE PRICES

=
ASR 33 (new)
ASR 33 (rebuilt)
TTY to EIA interlace
Prentice DC22

ALMO'STAS

Monthly
Rental-

Y.rly

Lea.·

Purcha.

$SO

$49

$1.
$15

$ •
$1.

$1100
$ 825
$ 50
$ 298

aooustic ampler

~ GC)ODASNEW!

.. Includes maintenance
MYl..AJMJ OPAQUE PATCHES - lire Ute
thinnest I)IItcttes available and are the
perfect answer to photo IIIICttic readen
••• eliminates errors from light eml,·
slon. The" are 1,000 1·lnch palettes with
peel-off backs per Kit with all code and
teed holes punched.
PAPER PRESSURE SENSITIVE PATCHES
are edra strong and are especially
suited for use with oiled tapes. Peel 011
back makes them easy and fast to apply.
There are 1,000 1·lnch plltches per Kit.
with .11 code and feed holes punched.

•
,~

........

from:

$20 PER

Data Terminals & Communications
535 Salmar Avenue
Campbell, California 95008

THOUSAND

HOW DO YOU STORE TAPES?

$19 PER

We used to store program on paper tape
like this:

THOUSAND

SOIIIlI'I'l

from: DATA-LINK CORPORATION
733 Convoy Court
P.O. Box 2729
San Diego, CA. 92112

What do you watlt to
know about ITYs?

But now we store them like this. We got
our storage cabinet at Sears (30 drawers ,
about $7.50). Watch ror sales at your
local discount house.

CHEEP TAPE WIlmER:
'1Z
1 400' (7" dial metal film take-up r • • l
00
• 1
16mm movie projector (any model)

1?

1

take-up reel demolisher (look i n pour toolkit--you probably
thought it was a pair of pliers or a hacksaw)

Demollllsh the takeup reel by removing bne side of the takeup I'f:Iel down to,
but not includin'~, the hub. If the reel has differently shaped center
holes, remove the side that has the ROUND hole, leaving the square hole
side intac",_ It both sides are the saMe, either one will co. A. L.o't Of fi!(..Erl..s ..",
.,JO.,t'1C.

re{l.Tl11)

8c'C.-<~'s<: CF

rflCII(

CClI"IIs'tlii/:I.J(rrC,v, f,t(.l

AJt

k~C."I..,r:·.ClM

(Of coU('$(J if YOII don't haves 16mm

projector, it isn't so cheap! - pce)

Mount the reel on the movie projec tor, moun t. the
tape on the reel like a film, tllrn tho pr. ~ect0r
to RtiN (without the lampi, turn ofr' when tafJEI is
wound. R::wIrID is usuall;,.. t.oo fast.

•

/
/

Keep up the good work.
/}

Fa~,c:.·~.a;rSh'd
5";.
~

,'<

{)Cd"

~rr l r q[';IJ

n,p

How do you store tapes?

MUSIC IN BASIC?

Why not?! We don't know of many BASIC systems that can play music directly, like the big computer music setups. but with humans to do the planning, programming , and playing, the small computer becomes a useful tool
for people who know music or want to learn. There are even some published
music programs in BASIC (we'll try to review these in later issues of PCC).
The programs in this issue were concocted by local music freaks , however.

BASIC

GOOD VIBRATIONS

To start with,let's look at musical pitch. Sound is made by something vibrating, i.e., moving back and forth in some regular way. The faster the rate
of vibration (Le., the frequency) the higher the pitch of the sound .
Do you have a guitar? Try this experiment.
First, strike any string so that it makes a good loud sound. Then, place your
finger gently on the string right over the 12th fret. DON'T PRESS THE
Sf RING DOWN TO THE FINGERBOARD, just TOUCH IT .
The result should be a bell·like ringing sound higher in pitch than the sound
of the open string.

THE OVERTONE (OR HARMONIC) SERIES

This ringing sound is called an overtone. The overtone you heard is produced
by the string vibrating in parts (like the diagram along the side of the page
yonder). In this case the string is vibrating in halves (the 12th fret is exactly
halfway between the bridge and the nut). Any integer division of the length
of the string will produce an overtone. The number of overtones is theoretically infinite, since the integers go up to infinity. However, the higher ones
are hard to locate or hear. The first eight overtones (at 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, lI5,
1/6,1/7, and 1/8 of the string length) are pretty audible.
Also, the string vibrating as a whole (lIl) is an overtone! Now ... experiment
9Jme more ... try other places on the string. Can you get any more overtones?

,

QUESTI0N: ARE ALL THE 0VEkT0NES Y0U 06TAINED
L0CATEO klGHT 0VEk ,HETS 0N THE GUITAk FINGERB0ARD? ARE THERE ANY THAT SEEM 10 Bt
BET\o.'EEN FRETS? H0W IS THE GUITAH FINGEk60AkO
C0NSTRUCTED?

9•

?•

QUESTI0N: IS THEkE ANY PHYSICAL
BASIS F0k THE C0UNTING NUMBERS~
0k ARE THEY JUST IMAGINARY C0NCEPTS?

AI

QUESTI0N:

•,

NUMBEk 01' 0VEkT0NES, AM 1 klGHT 10

•

SAY .. "WHEN Y0U HEAR 0NE N0TE ..
HEAR THEM ALL"?

II' THERE

IS AN INFINITE
Y0U

)

•

?•

?
•

•
INTERVALS

-

•

One more idea, before we look at some programs. The musical interval between tones is determined by the ratio of the frequencies of the tones. For
example, if one tone has a frequency of 100 vibrations per second, and
another has a frequency of 300 v/sec, then the ratio of their frequencies is
311. This idea about intervals and frequencies was worked out by Pythagoras,
as was the idea of overtones as integer multiples of a fundamental frequency
(the fundamental is the 1/1 overtone frequency).

QUESTl0Nf IS THERE ANY C0NNECTI0N BETWEEN MUSIC
AND RIGHT TkIANGLES?
WHAT INTERVAL IS GIVEN BY
THE RATI0 3/41
4/s?
3'4.5? "-

•

9•

OCTAVES

Other peoples have recognized this principle, however and there are elaborate Chinese, Arabic, etc., music theories based on this definition of
intervals. The Chinese may have learned of these concepts from travelers
who knew about Pythagoras.
I

•

..J
~,

zcJ

The following BASIC proqram computes the overtones of an INPUT fundamental (F). The program also computes the ratio, and reduces it to a
decimal that lies between 1 and 2. Since any power of 211 is also an octave
of the fundamental (an octave of an octave is an octave), all octaves of F
can be said to have ratio 2/1 without falsifying the relationship. Reducing
the ratio is done in lines 190 to 210. Here is the program, and a RUN for
the first 10 overtones.

~

0:

a:

c r ,.., =

za:
~c::'fl.
Cl:c:r:'et:r:r:

C51

One of the most important intervals worldwide is the ratio 2/1. Western
(Le., European, etc.) musicians call this interval the octave. There is a
tendency in human musical culture to use octaves as "defining points" in
making up musical patterns. Most scales essentially begin repeating every
octave. Why is this?

Ss

U- J. (-'- IJ.
c..ncl1c.nc.1
H H 1--1 (-1

u..:tctc.

100
liD
120
130
140
150
160

REM 0VEHT0NE SERIES GENERAT0k
PkINT "H0loJ MANY 0VER10NES U0 Y0U ~.. AN1",
INPUT T
PkINT ·'wHAT IS THE FUNDAMENTAL I'hEGUENGY",
INPUT F
PHINT
PkINT "0VERT0NE", "FkEQUENGY" ,"kAT 10"

170

F0R 1=1 T0 T

180
190
200
210

H=F*I
R=l
11' R <= 2 THEN 230
R=k/2

220

G010 200

230
240
2!l0

PRINT I,H,R
NEXT I
PkINT

260
RUN

END

a

3

•
,

H0W MANY 0VERT0NES 00 Y0U WANT?10
wHAT IS THE FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY?440

0VERT0NE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

FREQUENCY

440
880
1320
1760
2200

•

RAII0

1
2
1 .5

t

2
1 .25

2640

1 .5

3080
3520
3960

I .75

2
1 .125
1 .25

4400

7•

~

,

CfJ

QUESTI0N: H0W MANY 0CTAVES AkE THEkE IN THE FlkST
10 0VERT0NES?
ARE THEkE ANY 0THEk kATl0S 0CCUkHING
AS 0FTEN IN THE F IkST 10?
D0ES Y0UF< EAk Pk0DUCE
0VEkT0NES ~'HEN Y0U HEAh S0UNDS?
Io.HY MIGHT THE

0C~VE

•

bE

"UNIVEk~"

•

IMP0RTANT T0 H.U.M.A.N.S.?_ _ _ __

1
•

SCALES

The number of possible frequencies is infinite, because the spectrum of
Slund is continuous. In practice, human musicians have attempted to select
definite frequencies to work magic/music with. A set of definite tones (or
intervals, which amounts to the same thing) is called a scale.
There are infinitely many different scales. Pythagroas constructed a 7 ·tone
scale based on the 3/1 overtone (next most important after the octave). The
Pythagorean scale contains tones at intervals of 3/2, starting with a tone 2/ 3
that of the Fundamental. Try to write a program to compute the frequencies
of such a scale. We'll publish our version next issue.
Meanwhile, on to the 18th Century and J.S. Bach. The scales of Pythagoras
and other variations (we'll get to them next time too) implied a scale of 12
tones to the octave, inCl'easing proportionately (i.e., geometrically) from F
to 2*F. Scales of this type are called tempered scales, and were apparently
known as theoretical poSSIbilities to the ancient Greeks. Only by the time of
Bach, however, was the 12 tone tempered scale a practical possibility. Why
was it so difficult? Because the proportionality constant for a 12 to the octave
scale has to be the twelfth root of two!!! Think about it ... the first tone has
frequency F, the second has F*C, the third has F*C*C of F*C2 . Tone 13
must have frequency F*C 1 2 , and must also equa12*F, since it represents the
octave (12 different tones, remember?).
If F*C 12 2*F, then C12 2 and C =2 1112 I the 12th root of 2.

=

100
110
120
130
140
ISO
160

no
•

180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250

.*.

*.*

HEM
SCALE FkEQUENCY GENENAT0R
PHINT
PRINl ''H0101 MANY T0NES T0 THE 0CTAVE "J
INPUT T
PRINT
PRI~T "WHAT IS THE &ASE FREQUENCY " I
INPUT F
PIONT
LET L=L0G(2)/T
PRINT "T0NE" .. "FkEOUENCY"
Pf\.INT
F0N 1::0 T0 T-l
PRINT I+I .. F.EXPCI*L)
NEXT I
PH INT
END

RUN

=

H0W MANY T0NtS T0 THE 0CTAVE 112
WHAT IS THE BASE FkEfWENCy 1440

This is an irrational number (like all roots of 2), and is difficult to calculate
without logarithms. Logarithms were discovered by Napier in the late 16th
Ceniw-y {see Newman, The World of MatnEiTlCitici, Vol. 1, p. 123}, ;nd tables
of logarithms were probably not generally available (or appreciated) until
nearly a century later. So, Bach's "Well-Tempered Clavier" could have been
written earlier, but could not have been played at one sitting.

T0NE

fREQUENCY

.40
2
3

4
5
6
7

The program opposite calculates the frequencies of a tempered scale with an
INPUT number of tones in one octave. It uses the LOG and EXP functions;
we could have used an expression like F*21/12 instead , but this way seems
neat. No doubt Napier, after 25 years of hand calculations to produce the
first book of log tables, would rather have done it this way!

8

•10
II

12

466.164
493.883
523.251
554.365
587.329
622.254
659.~55

.

698.451
739.989
183.991
830.609

Tl:M?Eit • • EM~i\
Earlier we discussed various properties of single tones, such as their overtones.
The program at the left, titled "BEAT FREQUENCY ANALYZER" allows 100
us to explore, in a simplified way, one of the musical effects produced when 110
120
two tones are sounded together, This effect is called beating and is one of
the main factors which determine whether a pair of tones are consonant (or 130
140
dissonant) with respect to each other when they are played together. When· 1>0
ever two frequencies are vibrating simutaneously a complicated motion is set 160
up in the vibrating "medium" or substance, since it is being made to vibrate 170
180
in two different ways at once. One of the effects caused by this compound
1.0
vibration is that, in addition to hearing the two tones being played, we also
200
hear another tone whose frequency is the djfference between the frequencies 210
of the other two tones. This sound is called the difference tone. Because of 220
230
the way our ears work there is a lower limit to the frequencies we perceive as 240
oontinuous sounds. Below this limit frequencies are heard as separate "PulseS'250
or beats. This lower limit varies from person to person and is also somewhat 260
dependent upon other factors as well, but for our purposes we will say it lies 270
oomewhere between 20 and 60 cps (cycles per second) say something like 30 ~~g
cps. If we examine still lower frequencies, below 10 cps for instance, we find 300
that the beats are ooming too slowly for us to notice, and we usually don't
310
hear them at all. Now, if the difference tone has a frequency in thisrange
~~g
(10 to 30 cps) it sort of "breaks up" the sound we are hearing in what is
340
usually oonsidered an "unpleasant" or dissonant manner. We might say that 350
it is "sour" or that the tones are "out of tune ." Since most musical tones
360
370
have overtones these also produce difference tones with all the overtones of 380
the other sound as well (what are the difference tones produced by the over- RUN
tones of a single tone?) and if any of these difference tones lie 4t the critical range the same sort of effect occurs, they sound "dissonant."

kEM ••• HAkM0NIC BEAT-rREgUENCY ANAL~ZEk •••
PRINT
L=CLCG(2»/12
P~TNT "INPUl BASE rkEQUENCYI L0\o.Ef< LIMITI UPPER LIMIT "J
INPUT F"IDO .. Dl
lJEf Ff'01· (X)z:f*E);P(X.L)
PklNT
P",INT "INPUT F"lkST 10NEI SECCND T0NE "J
INPUT f-'~f.I
PklNT
U=F"Nl (P)
V=F"Nl (Q)
K= I
T"'K'tV
J::I
S=J*U
\O;=AE;SCT-S)
IF" ~>Dl THEN 310
IF" ~. >= 00 THEN 350
l 'kINT "CeNS0NANT "J
(;0Hl 360
J=J+1
IF S<T THEN 250
~o:~+1

G010 230
PklNT "HARM0NIC 1J" .. "I1ARM0NIC
PFdNl J .. K .. W
G010 160

t2" .. "&EAT n.;EQUEfl:CY"

END

INPUT BASE fFcEQUENCY,

L0\o.'ER LIMIT,

UPPEr< LIMIT 1440 .. 10 .. 30

At this point we have enough background information to discuss the program.
As the RUN here indicates we are first asked. to INPUT the "base frequency." INPUT fIkST T0NE, SEC0ND T0NE 11 .. 8
This is the frequency from which the frequencies of the 12 tone scale are
oomputed. We have used the conventional "A above middle C" or 440 cps. C0NS0NANT 3
2
Then the program asks for the "upper" (30 cps) and "lower" (10 cps) limits
INPUT fIRST TONE .. SEeeND TeNE 11,5
of the critical range. These are INPUT so the effects of changing the limits
can be explored.
HI\Rt>~0N IC 12
BEAT fkEQUENCY
Next the program asks for the two chromatic scale HARM0NI C 1 I
4
18.499
tones you wish to examine. The base frequency is
5
oonsidered. to be zero, positive numbers represent
tones above the base frequency in pitch, negative
numbers represent tones below the base frequency.
With the base frequency of 440 cps as in our example,
(Continued on the top
a/the next page)
12 would represent 880 cps and -9 would be the
number to INPUT for "middle C."

1.51812

(ContinuedfromptJ&e 16)

The program then computes the difference tone produced by these frequencies,
and also the difference tones produced by their overtones until it finds one
whose frequency is less than the frequency we INPUT as the "upper limit."
It then checks to see whether the difference tone produced is in the critical
range (i.e., its frequency is greater than the "lower" limit). If the tone is in
the critical range it PRINTs out which overtone (also called harmonic) of
each of the two original tones produced the difference tone, and also PRINTs
the frequency of the difference tone (also called the beat frequency). If,
on the other hand, the beat frequency is less than the number given as the
"lower" limit of the critical range the two tones are considered "consonant"
so it PRINTs the word CONSONANT followed by the three values mentioned
above.
We mentioned previously that this program allows us to explore the phenomenon
of beat frequencies in a simplified way. The perception of sound is a very
oomplicated subject, and any very precise computer m<ildel that is to be used
to explore the intricate ideas of "consonance" would have to take this into
account.
In any case, despite its limitations, the program is a fairly good place to begin
to get a feel for the subject, and hopefully will help you in your own experimenting.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$~$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$~~~$~~$
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REM ••• RAND~M MEL0DY GENE~A T 0R WITH STRINGS* ••
NEM . . . C~"YFo:IGHT 1912 by on',AX •••
DIM M(IOO)~A$(2A]~K'(2)~JS[2).Q$[3)
AS="A A'EI C e,D ONE F F"'G G' "
MAT M=ZER
PRINT "00 Y0U WISH IN$TkUCTI0NS",
INPU1 Ij,$
H Q5.="NO" ThEN 260
PklNT "I AM A (SLlGHTL y) MAO (;0MP0SEh,
MY MEL001ES MAY"
PRINT "AMUSE Y0U.
Y('IU lELL I"E THE KEY~ AND t-:(H. MANY N0TES"
PreINT "10 C0f':f'0SE~ ANO 1 kILL DB THE f.!EST.
"
PRINl "THE KEY MAY Bt.: A SlN&LE LEl1E .... A [, C D E F G. Of.!"
PRINT "IT MAY BE A LETlEf.! F0LL""'ED [;Iy 'II' (SHAt\P),"
PRINT "N" FLAT KEnu PLEASE.
..
PklNT "FOR EXAMPLE. TYPE F F0f.! F - NATUf.!AL. FII F0R F-SHAkP."
PNINT "THE MEL0DY MAY bE UP T0 100 N0TES L0NG."
PklNT "\o.'HAT KEY 00 Y0U I<ISH",
INPUT K!.
J!.="
"
IF LEN(K!.)=2 1HEN 320
Written for
)
J!.[ 1 .1 ):/<$
HP2000c
KS=J!i
F0k J=I TV. LEN(A!.)-I STEP 2
IF K~=A~{J~J+I) THEN 350
NEXT J
K=(J+I)/2
kEM •• K IS N0\-1 f\ NUMBf::R~ l<=K<=I~. kEPkE~ENTING THE KEY ••••
PRINT "HOI-; foIANY N0Tf.S U0 Y0U 1,.ISH"J
INPUT N
PRINT
PklNT
REM
THIS IS THE MEL0DY GENE~AT0R ••
F0R 1=1 TO N
Y= I NT<1*I,ND CO) ) + I
M[I)=7*(Y-2)+K+12
REM UNOI': 10 Rt.:OUCE THE 10NE M0U 12 .*
M[I )=M[ I )-INHM{ I ]112)*12
IF M[I)'O THEN 490

4'0
490

Q=2.t<[lJ-l

100

110
120
130
140

1

ISO
160

110
160

190
200
210
220
230
240

250
260

270
280

290
300
310
3~O

330
340

350
360

370
380

390
400

**

410

420
430
4.0

450
460

PRINT ..n ··
Now for a taste of things to come. In some subsequent issue of
FCC we hope to review composing simulators in BASIC. For
example, Kemeny and Kurtz have an interesting harmony generator which we'll try to review/reprint. As a starter, we present
one of our efforts in the genre: the MAD COMPOSER. This
oomposer can keep his tunes "in key" even if the key "spelling"
isn't always correct (no flats - you may wish to modify the
Jrogram to eliminate this deficiency). Line 430 selects a number at random, 1 through 7, Line 440 then gets a tone from
the circle of fifths (the Chromatic scale arranged with a chromatic interval of 7 between adjacent tones). Since any 7 adjacent tones on the circle of fifths is a key, this step ensures that
the correct key (INPUT by the user) will be used.
The program has string input and output; a sample RUN isreprinted with the program,
We hope that this program will stimulate some of you readers
to write composers of your own. If you do, and you think
we'll like them, send them in (attn: PLS). Also, feel free to
use any of our music programs, for free if you don't charge
for them yourself,

M[J]=I~

500

P~INT

510

NEXT I
PRINT
PRINl
PRIN1
PRINT "HeW AEl0UT ThAT 0NE?
~ANT AN01HEk"J
INPUT Q,S
I f Q$="YES" THEN 260
PkINT
PRINT "THAT'S ALL. F0LKS !!"
END

520

530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600

A~(Q~O+I)'"

"J

RUN

MAD
00 Y0U WISH INSTRUCT10NS?YES
I AM A (SLIGHTLY) MAO CCMP05ER.
MY MEL0DIES MAY
AMUSE Y0U.
YOU TELL ME THE KEy. AND H0W MANY N0TES
T0 C0MPeSE. AND I \>IlLL D0 THE REST.
THE KEY MAy BE A SINGLE LETTER. ABC 0 E F G, 0R
IT MAY BE A LETTER F0LUlWED by 'II' (SHARP).
N0 FLAT KEYS~ PLEASE.
FOR EXAMPLE. TYPE F f0k r-NATURAL, FI f0R f-SHARP.
THE MELODY MAY BE UP T~ 100 N0TES L0NG.
WHAT KEY 00 Y0U WISH?A
H0W t-'ANY N0TES 00 Y0U WISH? to

FI

0

0

FI B

f l Gil CI 0

A

H0W AB0UT THAT 0NE?
"'ANT AN0THER?YES
WHAT KEY 00 Y0U WI5H?C
H0W MANY N0TES 00 Y0U WISH?IO

EBAAAG8EAB

H0W AB0UT THAT 0NE?
THAT'S ALL, f0LKS It

WANT AN0THER?N0

Peter Lynn SeQions and friends at Peninsula School Learning Fair (Ilee Saturday Review
of Education, January 1973). Peter and Marc', Electric Bead Game Workshop is described
on page 2 of this issue.
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Beginning this issue, we will print listings of
one or more Lawrence Hall of Science game
playing programs (for HP 2000B) along with

I]

other news from the Hall. LHS is one of our
favorite sources of computer games and one
. of our favorite games is BAGELS.

baaels
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
lOBO
1090
1100
1110
ll20
1130
II~O

II SO
1160
1 I 70
II RO
1190
1200
1"10

,,
,

REM •• PIC0-FEkMI-BAGELS NUMbEk GUESS GAME..
D. ~ESEH. p_
REM C0PYHIGHT 1911 bY THE hE GENTS 0F THE UNIV. OF CALlF_
HEM PHOOUCEtJ A1 THE LA\OkENCE HALL 0F SCIENCE. bEhH~LEY
DIM AS(lOJ.NSC 1-0),A[31.E>C3]
1'11. .. "0 I 2345616~"

k0\oE

!!COMPUTER POWER!!

'·0

T":.!55
PRINT "wOUl.D Y0U LIKE THE RULES",
INPUT A"
IF ASU.II ....N" T;<£N 1150
PhlNT "I AM HUNH ING 0F A TlihEE DIGIT NUMflER_
Y0U CAN GUESS wHAT"
PRINT "Nu,.,aEH I HAVE IN MIND ANLI J \oILL TELL YOU:" / '
PRINT "Pice
- 0NE DIGIT IS IN THE kl\IlNG PLACE"
PklNT ",-;-:10:"'1
- 0NE DUd T [5 IN THE ClOkl\ECT PLACE"
\
PklNT "bAGEl.S - Nil lJlGIT IS C<lkltECT"
I
F0kl"IT03
I
ACI1:IN100.HNtI(Q))
',:
F0k J=l T0 I-I
I
I. A£ll"Al.Jl THlN 1160
NEX} ..I
N XT I
e ,
'·0I<flY. I HI'\VE.

,

a grant step forward on November 2, w~

the delivery of a Hewlett·Packard System
3)00. This, the first 3000 installation by
HP, brings to four the number of compu-

ters at LHS, and adds 16 term ina Is to the
Hall's existing capability for more than 80.
However, the HP/3000, which its manu·
factun·r calls a mini·computer, has many
features which make it a maxi·minj'

It allows :oncurrent timesharing and
batch op tor
Inet
xle,u
cess to
F R RA.

'"

e

Th

,

1400

1"li1
1<120
1"30

'.0140
'450
1460
1~70

1~60

1490
I~OO

1510
1520
1530
15"0
1550
IS60
\510
15BO

1590
\600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1610
16M
1690

1100
1710
1 120
1130
11 40
1750

"

• 0

, ". ,
" A(31Hotll
'" " "
"

NO

<eN

C=(;·1

0

,

,
/

o

--0

w',re"

\,\c~~O'\/

YI'c.t]l
HAVE IN !"lIND"

Rumor has it that after the HP 3000
was delivered, the UP 20008 began
auhing erratically. lnsidel1l al LHS
think the 2000 i.s jealous of the 3000.

" Y"- POIi'll &AGELS aUFF"

LAWRENCE
HALL OF
SCIENCE
MEMBERSHIP

,.

Lawrence Hall of Science
University of Calilornia
Berkeley. California. 94720
General Information (415) 642-5132

'lGO

In

r;.""'-- --'...-,-,
J,

END

LHS members receive the Kale idO$Cope , In'orma~ion on special programs, and free admis·
sion to regular activities. Membership cate·
gories inClude : Sustaining. $1 00; Sponsoring, ~
$50; Familv. $ 15; Double, $1 2; Adult, $8; Stu·
denL $4; Liletime, $1.000. Contributions are
tax-deductible. Joifl now !

O.

e

Jctional
needs of LHS will continue to be filled
by the DECISION and HP/2000B systems. The system ...tmflguration at the
Hall includes 10 million bytes (characters) of disk storage and a 20Q-line-perminute line printer.

If y .. o 1H .. N 1150

PHII'IT "A

"

gralTlming languagt!

"

Co.! 'I
,·0
Al.JJ'b(.J] ll-il/ll 1490
IJ:O·I
NEXl ..I
II' 0 .. 3 lHEN 16f10
f'kINT lA(H2<::)!
F0k ..1=1 Te C
PklNl "PIC0 ",
NEXT ,J
F0k .J~I TC 0
PklNl "fEI(MI "I
NEXT ..I
I . (;.0 THEN 1600
PklNT "SAGELS"J
NEXT 1
PIt]NT ""1'1 kELL"
G010 1700
PklNT "TkY GUESSING 1'\ THREE DIGIT NUMbER."
Gil TO 1230
"kINT "Oli.
I '0kGOT T0 TELL YOU THIn THE NUf",bEk I
PHII'IT "HAS 1'10 H.C lI1GIT5 THE SAME."
G010 1230
PIIINT "yeu G0T IT"
Y"Y+I
PklNT "AGAIN"I
INPUT I'\s,
1"- A:I.(].]),, ' ·Y" THEN II~O

h

IS th 1m lementiltron 0

J

TlilN J "60

..:zi·~

~

I]

• . . . . .===-. .. ,"'The computing capability of LHS to'OO~ki;ll==~~~===
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Unn! computers come to the people
we will have no real idea of their most
natural functions. Up 10 the prescnt
their cost and size has kepi them in the
province of rich and powerful instltutions. who, understandably. have developed them primarily as bookkeepmg, sorting and control devices. The
computers have been a priceless aid in
keeping the lid on top-down organization. They arc splendidly impressive as
oracles of (programmable) Truth, the
lofty voice of unchallengeable author-

The First Intergalactic Space War Olympics: Fanatic
Life and Symbolic Death Among the Computer Bums,
by Stewart Brand; Rolling Stone, Issue No. 123,
December 7, 1972.

If you missed this delightful article, grab any possing
long haired rock music freak and borrow a copy of
Ihe recent issue of Rolling Stone wilh CArlos Santana
on the front. Stewart has rounded up interviews with
many of the mQst creative people involved ill the
moSI imereslillg activities at the forefronl of people s
computer use and research. Here are a couple of
paragraphs I especially liked from the article's con·
clusion:

•

Lty.

In fact. com.mlen don', know shit
Their especial talent in the direction of
inleUigcnct is the ability 10 make elabo rate models and liddk: with them. 10
answer in detail questions that ~gin
~Whal if .. r In Ihis they paraliel (and
can help) the acquiring of inielligence
by children. But the basic facl of com·
puler use is "Garbage In, Garbage

OUI~ - if you feed the computer non·
sense. il will dutifully convert your mistake inlo insanity<ubed and feed it
back 10 you. Children are diffcrent
"Garba~ In, Food Out" is common
with them. Again, the bendits of variant parallel ~ystems_ Computer funclion IS mostly one-track-mind. Ln which
InconSLstency LS Intolerable. The human mLnd tunctions on multiple tracks
(not all of them accessible); it can \01·
erate and even thrive on Inconsistency
I suggest that the parallel holds tor
the overall olcture nf computer lISC.
Where ., lew Imlhantly stupLd t:omputers can wreak havoc, a hosl tof moddl compulers ,and ~ome bnlliant ones)
serving Innumerable Individual pur·
poses can be healthful, can repair hav\>c. feed life. (LikewLse. 20 crummy
~pcakers al once will glvc beneT ,ound
fidelity than one excellent speaker-try

It.)
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PERIODICALS

Simulation/
GamingjNews
S/G/N is our window looking in on the world
of simulations, games and simulation games,
Each issue has news, philosophy and a complete game you can play.
Slmuiotion Gaming News, an Aloha and
Hyet publication, is issued fiV't times a year
(every other month except in the summer).
Subscriptions are S4 for five issues. and checks
(not purchase orden) should accompany
subscription requesu. Zip codes also should be
supplied. Advertising rates and speciflCatioJU
Ire lvailable upon request. Commurucltions
should be addressed to stGIN, Box 8899.
Stanford University, Stanford, CI. 94305 .
Since 1952 the Simulation Councils have
promoted simulation, Now, by no means because of
these efforts alone but rather because nothing is so
powerful as an idea whose lime has come. simulation has
permeated al1 aspects of our lives. As a result. many
people are now fUMing simulations. and they and many
others are "buying" the results. without being aware of
the limitations and liabilities involved. The fact that
computers are usually used for simulation increases the
hazard; to the uninitiated computers suggest an
infallibility that does not in fact exist.
Another problem is that many people expect
"answers" from a simulation. True, a properly planned
limulation experiment, using a model thai has been
completely validated for the purpose for which it is
being used, can yield answers, But these conditions are
not often met. Nor need they be for a simulation to be
Wleful. The value of simulation lies much more often in
the inSight that the effort imparts than in the answers
that the results SUAAest.

o

H

"It's simulation. But if the b;~[kring n
then it's something elseNote 10 Do-It-Yourselfers ...
If you're looking for a good complete article
on how to build an inexpensive logic laboratory
get a copy of the December 1970 issue of
RADIO ELECTRONICS magazine, [urn to
page 33 an() begin.
RADIO ELECTRONICS is pubushed by
Gernsback Publications, Inc. at 200 Park Ave ..
South, New York. 10003. Subscription Service Boulder.Colorado 80302.
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Paul Goodman
Vintage Books V -121

$1.95
Colltella:
i'ref.CfJ
~rt 01/fl: Sc'-"CfJ.1Id Prohr;sioll'
PrHt Two: EdUQltioll of rhe Young
PIIrt Thne: Lflgltirmu:y
Nom of. NfIOfirhfc COII.nlfltive
In aUlOln.li.nl!. ,hNe "~n ~"~I"I:'"'' ,Iilcllllt'~ or h" ...
10 '''Pl' Wilh m.""'" "r I.... 'ple ~nd R'" n""'uonirlL "f ..... Ie
wllh",u h,,'n~ thr ""h,,,h,,d.1I ~tf,1t rnn\C(I'",'nI I"n"~n
and «"""""~
"q"MU.." "r "'''''~'''< in'p""orn;t ror
tllr ""tUrd,."" foum" ". Wh"h I",uti'lm "mul,1 ~ aulOlIl.llut or ,,,~,,,,,,,,I
1'''';'''''1 "._uh",......",,1 "h"h
,ho"ld om) '1 hil (1"("<.""" .,1", " ",,' ~r"",~ ."~,"'. ~"d
the 1"'''''( cI",w .. ui,,,, j, thll Lh,' ,~} "Ihr I""u r", nil ...
• inu .• rr"",,/:. ",."", I~, LU. ''';;. P" wr""''.:_ I"" ~ ,~''';: ,..",
,I,·,,, .,1 ... ,tll, I~ ~CL"'I!, Ir."'," li'm,. 1U1"''''''Iin"
.el,u\'3l. '('I ,,,illllrlll_ ",,,1<11.. ",.'''.~e'''rl''. r,~I .... w.n.
di"1!" ....". """Utl.,~ •..10<1 e"-,, ........ mh ~"" I"'~"''''''
\\'1"110 ... Lhr ,...... hinr' <A"
~tllhr .. · ~" .. t, "I jtlt .. Jod
"''''e ;, ,.. ,!if ~n tn'plTl,~1 '1""'''''''. I.." " ~I... 1"'"ly
drl"'''''' "" "h"t .. nw.'UI It} d"'''1I: ~ j"h. V"} •• fltn, (m
tumpk 10 ,.,111"1.'" ",h",,,,,,,,•. ",""hll'<"\ U" ~"l""rol (,,'
p",." .. r N·On"""., ( ... 1",,, d" ",,. t,,.,u".lte). '"" 'hr I .. ",
n~'''" ;, I)~'I .n '''C'lI.'""n ~"ri "'~ .. ~n(l.,hrr<1 "'I\.m">I'
I"", IJlln .. Ll"'l,h,,",I<lccrol .. "h"lIL th .. m. TIl(' In I"I<.I,'RY
rOll,~~h Ih .. n .... nl'.,1 H""hI,·. prth.11" th~, ,hrr~ ., no <ommunity nf Ih~ f." uhy ~"tI th~1 ",,,ltlll' ..,.. " ..,,,I'll like
thong>. Th.. r"".-illil is h~dly lot.f",m~. ~"d f",~lJy Ih ..
sy".rm b ...~~~ dn .. n "nyw~y t tln"bt Lh"t ~ .. t~.prna io
"'h"h Lnlcrpe'l<>"~1 .d"tlon~ uc vny impon:UlI u .. SUilM
'0 much p.ogummong_
Sill woru ... 1t"1 Cln h~ppcn i.llut <ht .~lluO<:tio" of
an tntt'p.iJoe i, wbtly ahc.M 10 mab: it ."i,~blc for ,h~
nuxh.1,"ul ')1ICtn_ (Fa. ~umptt. "",I".mJtlon .tL.ir, .• I"
•• IALrn a. on .,d"'I".1tC ,Cpl.ICtmrnl lu. niti(.,1 .. 1o"1;,,,It,I")
hL."lllmrmur.Lhk br".'1. illtll~icl,,"1 d,[k,clll •.,. h~,,1 '''.. ,
t.. XI. tht wCI"I .. ,,!: ,,£ ~,idtnrc. ~,e 'I',inly "'fd""~NI.
tluJtlRh they rn~r I>t of tht tlo<Cn't, Tht 'y'L~Ill .... nh i,.
.ublly Lr~".flllL1L ...1 pu.~ ~m5 to run vc.y ",,,,,"ltly.
It "p.od"''''·e. and 1\ it "'OTt and mOT .. "UI ,,( lou .. '\'ILh
Ihe ""ttl.c Ollhiug> and dlt ual prohlems. MNlllimr Ihf
'Y'lfll'" ~~rw in with OIh ..... lIt",p"sool .. " ,cly..IIlt! ,l\
prod'Kl\ art t>l1en"1 Ix.. ~~I"e. Tim,. ""'j'" 1'"101,, IN,Ii,y
nl<ly depend 011 "e1f~le 0, ullen'pl(7)'n<tlll "~ltlU~' .d"d,.
•• ,heyale pbul~lw. arc 001 ab''''t anYlhiog .ral, In ""h a
"''IC, lite " .. II<ul •• S)'lern rn~y nt>l b.ul dOl.II; Ihc "h"l ..
JOCi<:ty ,o~y uplo(k
I ncfil hudl} poiol OUI ,llo1t _\OItriran soci(1y i. 1'«".
linly lul>1e to Lht corruplion of ituult.enlicity. 11",;ly pro.
d'''nL~ phou, 1'"1fI",,~.,, h'''' by p"hlic .ebli"'\<. ~huuCl
idul •. lront politic •• lihnw-b",;nno .0mm"ni<~I;"m. null'
<broil n-""cnll"l .. It is prccmintntly o'("«hnn1.~unt
Anri romp"lcr t«hnol"!{im t'1prt~l1y su/fer Iht t'''l'horIJ.
of bt,nj{ '" a lIew and 'Apidly ("p:w<ling rodd. It i. JO
a<L",,,.",ng. th." " ",\.H" uo do tM job u all. or 1«;m 10
do II. rIMI"" u'y It)hlinl JI ,ht '"Cot Ihn he 11 doing it
~dly fI' ""., .c~lI, dom!! qlll\e Ihe jub,
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NEW REFORMATION:
Notes of a Neolithic Conservative

~Iy b')I,l, J .... lull of on ....XlT~lIr:1ph 0' Iwo-~ge "hitInrlei·-.£ Ihe <"II(el" or ~1"'1I~li"". tht 'y,lern of welh.t.
liubu.b.'nil.:tllon. COIll]lubo.y xhool;ng. thc anlh.opolOll'}
of ne"",,'\, ulliVn-.;ly ~dmini"r.nion. f iti«nly po.. t.lH3.ne". nli-U<"ll .tvolullom. ttc .• etc, In t''''f ca~ my purpose
is lo.how Ih~t a coe.ctd or ;oallihemic $Clliing of a molher
rn.stdl In ""rllu!ihro 1.IU~lion to Ihe next gcocutioo. aod
tht tilffic.ulty lJ.<"t:omeli ",o.e complex in the nrW conditioOIL.
Thtn ;t it uJoeful to .cmcmbtr th .. lLimpln Jlatc befort
Ih"'~ .. ent "'01111; ;1 "hopclo:s.ly alc/,al( a, a p.ntnt ,t·
'f".'n't'. 10m " h~, "italny and ""'f '''SltH'. nr,.. program
m'ul~;t1)( ~ IcnrwC'd <Olllt.(1 Th .. iJ thelhnapcutic U'IC of
I.i,"ory. lu Ikn NcI",,, h~. ",..d. ,he pmnl 01 hll'''", " to
~ttp old (dduted) alllCS ~Iivt_ Of (ouru. Ihis .eu,,"1Il1t
P'('IUppnta th"t th ... e Ii a rullll.e o( thillj;IL. lOdud."/: hu·
ltuo n~lU.t. whost .ight de'·tlop,"ent un Ix ~ioblfil
Tll ... e;1_
An i"aurh .. ntt(C IOI"t;oo c.. mplioto, p.odltet1 ~ monlIn. An authent;{ ",Iutloo n~"h ... lLimplifio:s no. ,omph·
ytn, but p.ooucn a ncw (onfiKu,~"on. a '1>«1n. ~,bplcd
10 Lhr uO'g"ing Silulli"n. Th .. rt is. hulWlo ..... Lllre. and it
II Chu4'lcr;lIic of Ihal nllu.r to S'" no lWItr.io8 i<'lClf C,'t.
d;Ir... ~nl. ThiJ I' the humani<lic U"" of hl.I'''Y. 10 .emmd
of ~n', ' ...ou, "'''Y' 01 bring II;l"UI. So "'.. hi~e h«',,"e
mlth~n .. "ul.1I4&K"1. pnlillu1. luy"1. m' .... nll(. clul-hh... tan,u" unL~e~I"I. rxp<""mmlallcit"'i~{, coIlCt;ti.ist. tIc
ttc· thrte tOO .,« .. m"I,,~ and 1>«ome a millhty huvy
burden I hr.e" n" la",,!: .IIt)' ,,", il do .. n

young
selves fascinated with technology
also feel nagging Qualms about being
involved with the products of corporate technology. Goodman provides
some very lucid discussions of tech-nology and cithics. The section on
education also has important ideas
that need to be considered by students and teachers. Goodman's personal, almost conversational sty le
of writing makes time spent with
this book enjoyable as well as
thought provoking.
The (o",pleOlcn l to prudent tnhnolOllY is th~ e(Ologl
(al appr01l(h ill ":;Cl1(e_ To lImph(y the I«hoi(:ll 'y>lem
and modestly pinpoinl .our arliflClal interventloo in the
tIL' "oomtnt I' 10 make" po»,blr 10. Ihe t"ViTOOm~nL 10
IU'~"'" lO ,u(omplrxIlY. (,ol.'cd r". a billion yr.n ... hr.eas
the ,,~e .... ht)mIllR iMU,,1 iOLt"Cn(i"n ,,( IIJI;htl), ""c.·
lockC"ti and butld",ulR ,,·.. hnol"gy tw. aitudy d's,upIM
mally "f t\,e dd,u'e '"Iurn<n~IItI t.~lallro:s -r ht c"I<ulablt
(OoKq"cnrt'1 Ifr ~)rc;tdy (IIlIht .. nlOR. bUI 01 cou.lIt we
don'ltr.now COl"ll\h. Ind WO,,·L In tht lort:!oC(';lblc lutu.e. to
p.rdl<tlh .. ,~motet'lr... t1 "r mu.:h of ... 1o.I ... t h4'e don .. _
Cybrrneli,,," tOmt to Ihe t.1m .. caut;ous Ihmking.
The llJoe "lloIIII"'tl"15 ha., ~o~hlC"ti ", t" "",.,. utll Cr.loJ"ngty
lO"l>I P"'II.anl\ .. n tit .. 1"'1I..,r ",,\11 .. 1 ~nal,,,,,,,; b"t "~".,e
alJO become inucu,nllly lie" to the ';OCt th~t thmll:'
I"pond. ,y>lt..... liully. conlinu.l1y. cI"uub", ely. the)' nn·
no, limply I>t rn~o.p"hr ... I"r pn,1t~d l.o"",1 Whtlhe. u..c.
teri~. "'("'1<. bUR'. Ihe IfChnol"ICK.al1y ""("'pl")-('II. or
nnplr"...,.,,' .h",,~lm. ".~ UIl,,"t 5<1111"1)' ..t""in~lt .mtllnTJ:tt
thrill. '(PTt''''-'l. thry .rllI." '" new f,,"n~ ,.\ ,,"npl"'llt<l
.,\.tlll "",\" ""tit dr" '.IItly ,I it- I"'" ,c.u'""ltlttm,.,ho:s
d ... (nlt~lIy. ",uh •• III"L11I1 ..", "I ,tl"",1 in(e,",,,,,,;,," ...
ctolllTnt. ex"pt 10 ,-:"". ,,( lJ.~.,l,~",·". If'"JlIy .h~.t;s ~n
ad',1II1"II( III ., (n .. ;11 .le.mIlR h..,,\<: "f 1I,1""II.lIi"lI .,1"""
llot R"'~' ttll,,1 ,ill"",,,,,. !,,,t t«hn, .. ~1 ,It",,,,,, ""d
lion ,('IllIire mil." lI1i'''Il( I{)ul illl"",,,,,ioll, rhe I.,,,,,,
lIully . tht ....." Moon lalldin!! hnnl! 011 .,
,",,1 {ur.er/ion on Ihe 'I"", To lIl;clc tlai,i,,", ill heJtI'I"~rt .. u
IOr.m,In .rly "" "'("'111.11'"'' 1"'111 Lh" f'eld ,h.,." '''''''Ila.
(i"ely ;,h''' .•n ~lltl m~y he Lrrdrqm. ~I\d In ..x('lll'e \.>y
(h~",..,fo{<JIl\Il .. ,,~1 1IU1 U'o( .. ~n.I.H"" that {II",III.m'rty do
nut r, •• h.. ~h;l ill'" "I .(~I ,"d"i,I,,~I, '" '''"'
,i'"."ion,
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Th. light "ylt in pbnnill<: i. '" .1""III.• t,· 11,( .n·
Ir,mfill~'y. Lhal which i. ufitlt •• Il",. nor "..,l",g f••• u'IC,
W. ,,,.::tht '0 ('"
{"''''''U'''lion. L•.,n'I""" ~dlllin"tr.l·
I;on. ",,,,h..:..I, u1l1untlni(~liom. h""~1l\1: a ... u"d '.J""'!!_
On Ihe ULh., h~n". Ihc.e ",t '''y "IIIII.u h"'<I""'> .h.t "r
""Shl IU rmouI"ge.1i1. tr.,,·rt ~nd trade. b ...~c.in;:. ~me,,·
ily. ",,,,cnat,,,.. .• nd 10;tCII"II. the IhlllS' Lh"t lII~l .. up
lhe h"\~ and i<lle (iIY. ld(br~lrtI by J~Il(' J~."I" TI.., dll,
(c'el" r S({ltl\ "' .... Ihal in I,'I!'"'''' '}"("". 3011 tl1I1Ullnoi·
01;" .. ,. II... ",,,I,, "0 I<C "lIlh" IIl(eITnnli3.y x.!.il, i.
Q,'e. "·,,h; 11\ Lt.,HIC. 11,,,1"'10'1:•.1Iltl (I'"H''''ti,,", """1'1('
~.etl"""" "'110 ochr".,,<1 \o"lIrtl"n~ ""I:hl """ "I' It is
th~ ,ltflc.(.}(e btl"'(tll u.~ni,,,, tl.;ll ;"'I'('''llly imp't>t~
"'11.1"(fIl ''''l''Y ~"d tOllnl.y bo,Ih ~nd Iht ,ity pl~"nillJl:
fn.
"1." ... n 3L,,1 \hol" ~nd u,nu.\Lin;: ." ••,1 hfe_
h "'~, the JI;(II"'" "f Aml"""O I,rall",." ..m, ""' ::'Nt
... nttlb"liOtI to ,..",101 pl"I""'l'hy. to .how th~1 'he m(.It'
deronc ~nd ,nlo. Lhe rn.h. to r,,,d , •• III( ;n "1><"""""" aod
n><llt,i.,". Lt> tli):lIlry "'or~U\.IO.I"p and Ihe "'-"'l.l.I~y. to
",.t.. «,,,,mit""""" I",. il<ll~Ltd. mO ... IO·p,"'-,,»·r........ <I.
to be I!ro",th .. well ~s )(--" nut m ....~m dn.,d.1 11>(.(
h~1 'IC' nflW an ~<looi'hinll .e,·c.",1 Lhr lende,":y uf "me.;·
un I,hilo..,phy. e,g_ ~nal)", 1000ir or qll('IU.,iu. h~~ beeo
1<1 d.am ,~I"c frOIll Il(.<th m~l'"J:: ~nd 1I't. I."m cithn the
wo.ling ~IHI lImeri.,\' 0' ","'.11 an<! P'1't:h"IIY,l;ral good.,
~,," Ludrroll~ 1,,(ci><:ly by lice illlcrmrd'3'1'.I"I;L>tics, ")"Iem.
~nd ,n"'lL\lIll1utnml. ",h.lt ~I.j. Wdot. ulJfiI r~lion3Iiu·
'ino. TI,en tht mNtinnl il all Lh. "'nul:e II..,." il. Th(
,,,"3I1:n'3I11u 3d".." to ~al"e. "'p«;3Ily in ty("Jy<by alrai ...
S)"IC"" aIlJI}". ha, dUHlrd ,allle. cxerpl 10. a f...........
mrnt, 01 ",IlNtivr MIt' ... C",.n._ lu pbllnillG ... fin", and
II'e"m\i,," lite ",tr.mMlaIY" il fo, iii own s.,le; il add.
(Olll"aillll "'ilholll ~nlid'illll tilr II c"mpuI~L ioi, n .. ~t\
110 dIU ... rncr LO the olla or Ihe outtorne-"C31I);1ge in.
R... I"'JI;( OUl" ,hrn. 10. p'~Il'n~I"'. ,"" .... ml'tI1~"on adds
10 thc guloagt. 10 btl, ,h .. ",ml""~,,,m ~"'tr3(n 1.0'" the
d~l~ ,,10 .. it un h311dlc. "11.1 ctNl\tr"im d, ...... lIlt.o whn il
nn an ..:tr. C.f'lainly. " .... 'n .. II<I ro"ld he en.i,hinll. U
f'\ld".,,,, ... ~, aolo'l;Y. bu, ,t h'li nOt:)"<'1 beno >u-all rx<rpt"'" h~, hr(llth ...... )O~ of n...C'>ttll
It 'I "ur'<'I,i"lI ... n"tKC Ih~ d'4nl;(' in t .... lI}lt nI
",i~1I1dK r~I,I~".",o" Allhc turn of ,h"fr,,""y .hey 'p"~e
01 ,lnrl"l'mt"" '""AAIt. (01''''1:< tltr 1'0;;"- "I "lqUll) :<';nw
thty tmltl.... 'il~ (otI ... l",meML.,"'\' frt"h",,~. the lOR" .. I
.11 U<I"'t
'I,

'''Y

send check or money order to: People's Computer Company
EO. Box 310
name _______________
Menlo Park, Ca 94025
address ____________
Zlp

what kind of computer do you use? _____________

*

subscriptions start with 1st issue of school year

$4 for 5 issues
($5 Canada & overseas)

Bulk Rate
U.S. Port.

PAID
Menlo Park, CA .
Permit No. 371
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